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1. Introduction 

Understanding and controlling interfaces has proven to be key to a very wide range of 

applications, ranging from optical and electronic materials
1-2

 to energy storage and 

production,
3-5

 sensing and biosensing,
6-9

 sample purification and analysis,
10-13

 cell culture and 

tissue regeneration,
14-17

 antibacterial coatings,
18-20

 composites,
21-23

 catalysis,
24-25

 food 

industry
26

 and water purification.
27-28

 Various strategies have been developed to design and 

control such interfaces. In particular polymer brushes are attractive as they allow the control 

of a number of important architectural features: they consist in polymer chains that are 

tethered at one end to an underlying, often solid, substrate, which enables to manipulate very 

readily the grafting density (density of polymer chains per surface area), the thickness of the 

coating (via the length of the polymer chain and the grafting density) and its chemistry (via 

the choice of monomers that are polymerized when generating a brush).
29-32

 Such flexibility 

allows tuning interfacial properties such as hydrophilicity and surface energy,
33-38

 rheological 

and tribological behaviour,
39-42

 electron and energy transfer,
43-46

 binding and adsorption of 

molecules and proteins,
47-52

 catalytic activity,
53-55

 diffusion of molecules and particles
56-59

 and 

cell adhesion.
60-62

 

Polymer brushes can be generated via a “grafting to” method, in which polymer chains are 

anchored to a surface, or via a “grafting from” approach, in which an initiator molecule is 

coupled to the surface and allows the growth of a polymer chain.
30-31

 This latter method 

allows a closer control of the architectural features of the resulting brush and hence has 

recently received much attention.
63

 Advances in the design and preparation of “grafted from” 

polymer brushes have been enabled by a combination of development in the fields of surface 

science and polymer chemistry.
32

 Firstly, controlled surface initiated polymerizations 

required the development of a number of controlled polymerisation techniques, in particular 
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based on radical chemistry such as atom transfer radical polymerisation (ATRP),
64-66

 

reversible addition-fragmentation chain-transfer (RAFT) polymerisation,
67-69

 nitroxide 

mediated polymerisation (NMP)
70-71

 and iniferter polymerisation.
72-73

 Secondly, advances in 

surface science and chemistry have allowed the development of a wide variety of initiators 

for controlled surface-initiated polymerisation, including from silicon
74-78

 and glass,
79-82

 gold 

and other metals, alloys or metal oxides,
83-87

 mica,
88-89

 graphene,
90-91

 hydroxyapatite,
92-93

 

cellulose,
94

 electrospun fibers,
95

 fluorinated polymers,
96-97

 nylon-6,6,
98

 poly(styrene),
99-101

 

poly(methyl methacrylate),
100

 poly(propylene),
97

 polyethylene,
100

 polyurethanes,
102

 

poly(imide),
97

 poly(ethylene terephthalate),
97, 100, 103

 polycaprolactone,
104-105

 poly(ether ether 

ketone),
106

 poly(ether sulfone),
107

 poly(dimethyl siloxane),
108

 poly(2-hydroxyethyl 

methacrylate-co-methyl methacrylate) hydrogels,
109

 poly(pyrrole),
110

 poly(thiophene),
111

 

poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)
43, 112

 and poly(carbazole).
113

 Hence, progress in surface-

initiated controlled polymerization has enabled the applications of polymer brushes to 

nanotechnologies
114-117

 and for the design of biointerfaces.
60, 114, 118-121

 This review will focus 

on the properties and application of polymer brushes to the biomedical field, placing the 

emphasis on recent work reporting brushes generated via a “grafting from” approach and 

controlled radical polymerisations. The synthesis and fundamental properties of polymer 

brushes have previously been reviewed in several excellent reviews
31-32, 63, 122-130

 and will, 

therefore, here only be briefly described with references to the most recent literature covering 

the subject.  
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1. Protein interaction with polymer brushes and bio-functionalization 

1.1. Brush architecture and responsiveness 

The behaviour and properties of polymer brushes arise from a combination of their 

chemistry and architecture.
63, 122, 129, 131

 These properties have been exhaustively reviewed 

elsewhere and we direct the reader to this literature for a detailed discussion of the behaviour 

of polymer brushes.
32, 126-129

 The wealth of chemical functions that have been incorporated in 

polymer brushes (see Fig. 1 for examples discussed in this review) has allowed the 

achievement of a wide variety of surface properties and bio-activity or bio–inertness, but 

architectural features play an important role in modulating the brush behaviour. 
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Figure 1. Chemical structure of polymer brushes most commonly used for biomedical 

applications. 

One of the key defining feature of polymer brushes is the density of chain per area (grafting 

density): at high densities, the conformation of polymer chains tend to be extended and 

partially oriented to avoid excluded volume effects (the “brush” regime), whereas at low 

grafting density chains tend to coil randomly and form isolated structures distributed over the 

underlying surface (the “mushroom” regime).
32, 132-134

 The size and shape of these 
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“mushrooms” and the boundary between the two regimes depends on the monomer structure 

as well as interaction with solvent and underlying substrate.
135

 Although at the nano-scale this 

behaviour is well documented and supported, a clear picture of the brush structure at the 

atomic scale is less clear and recent works have given a more nuanced picture of the brush 

architecture. Neutron reflectivity provided evidence that the brush end-chains are not 

localized at the maximum height of the brush but are distributed throughout the brush and 

that this distribution is sensitive to the grafting density,
136

 in agreement with predictions of 

brush models.
137-140

 These results are also supported by molecular dynamics simulations that 

also implicate the role of temperature on chain conformation, brush swelling and chain end 

distribution.
141

 Similarly, chain conformation is strongly dependent on other structural 

features of brushes: side chain branching was predicted to increase the brush density and 

stretching
142

 and the localisation of branching points and end-chains in dendritic brushes is 

strongly affected by grafting density.
143

 

Other environmental parameters such as solvent quality,
144-146

 pH,
35, 37, 147

 ionic strength 

and the presence of specific electrolytes
116, 148

 or small molecules
149

 also influence the brush 

conformation and can give rise to responsive systems with controllable surface properties 

such as particle aggregation,
148

 wettability,
35

 lubrication
150

 and protein adsorption.
151

 Another 

feature of polymer brushes is the ability to generate block copolymer architectures
56, 152-153

 

and mixed polymer brushes,
122, 154

 which can easily be designed to display stimuli responsive 

behaviours. The main types of responsive behaviours that will be of interest in this review are 

those based on changes in pH, temperature and ionic strength (Fig. 2). Although, the 

properties of the relevant brushes is modulated by their architecture, as described above, the 

chemistry of the repeat monomer unit is the key determinant of the environmental 

responsiveness (see Fig. 1). 
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Figure 2. Responsive polymer brushes. A, schematic representation of polymer brushes 

changing conformation in response to a trigger (e.g. T, salt, pH). B, evolution of the swelling 

ratio of a PDEGMA brush in response to changes in temperature, measured by AFM 

(Reprinted with permission from.
155

 Copyright 2007 American Chemical Society). C, effect 

of ionic strength on the swelling of PMETAC brushes (Reprinted with permission from.
147

 

Copyright 2007 American Chemical Society). 

Systems sensitive to pH are based on poly(acid) or poly(bases) such as polyacrylic acid 

(PAA) and poly methacrylic acid (PMAA),
37, 156

 poly (dimethylaminoethyl methacrylate) 

(PDMAEMA),
147

 poly (diethylaminoethyl methacrylate) (PDEAEMA)
157-158

 and poly (4-
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vinylpyridine) (P4VP).
159

 One of the hallmarks of these systems is the high degree of 

swelling achieved in the fully charged state, typically ranging from 400 to 700%,
37, 147

 due to 

the strong intra- and inter-chain repulsive forces arising from the charged monomers and 

associated osmotic pressure. Such behaviour is dependent on ionic strength: at low ionic 

strength, swelling is independent of the salt concentration (the osmotic regime), whereas at 

high ionic strength, swelling decreases with increasing salt concentration (the salted brush 

regime, see Fig. 2), 
37, 147

 as predicted by the work of Pincus and Zhulina.
160-161

 Similarly, 

some zwitterionic brushes such as poly (carboxybetaine methacrylate) (PCBMA)
162

 and 

random copolymer brushes of oppositely charged monomers
163

 can display responsive 

properties due to a change in electrostatic interactions and osmotic pressure upon 

deprotonation of the brush. In addition, ellipsometry measurements highlighted that brush 

swelling is thickness dependent.
164

 

 

Figure 3. Impact of the grafting density on the thermal response of PNIPAM brushes, 

characterized by AFM (Reprinted with permission from.
165

 Copyright 2010 American 

Chemical Society).  

Temperature sensitive brushes are based on polymers displaying a lower critical solution 

temperature (LCST)
155, 165

 or an upper critical solution temperature (USCT)
166

 in aqueous 
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solutions. Above a LCST, chain solvation cannot compete with inter-chain interactions, 

resulting in a collapse (reduction of swelling) of the polymer conformation. Above a UCST, 

the opposite phenomenon occurs and chains open up. Poly(N-isopropyl acrylamide) 

(PNIPAM) is one the most classical polymers displaying LCST properties, with a sharp 

transition at 32
o
C for free polymer in solution, and has been employed to generate brushes 

with thermally responsive properties. The LCST in such brushes is typically broader and still 

occurs near 32
o
C, with static contact angles increasing by 6-8

o
 when raising the temperature 

above the transition.
167

 This transition decreases by c.a. 2
o
C when measured in cell culture 

medium, perhaps simply as a result of the change in ionic strength.
168

 The impact of brush 

thickness and grafting density is less clear. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) and quartz 

crystal microbalance (QCM) measurements showed that high density brushes (0.34-0.36 

chain/nm
2
) displayed broader transitions starting earlier and ending later than for low density 

brushes (0.015-0.018 chain/nm
2
, see Fig. 3).

165
 However, spectroscopic ellipsometry revealed 

that the collapse of PNIPAM brushes was broader for low density brushes, which correlated 

with a weaker change in buffer content within the brush and a decrease of the mid-

temperature of the deswelling.
169

 This behaviour may be the result of complex topographical 

changes during the collapse of sparse brushes,
170

 as previously proposed by the work of 

Williams.
171

 It is worth noting that the strategy used for preparing PNIPAM brushes in this 

latter work was “grafting to”. A surface force measurement study by Bureau and co-workers 

found that the “pull off” force (between a PNIPAM-coated surface and a PNIPAM-coated 

tip) increased markedly above the LCST, but was not affected by grafting density.
167

 The 

nature of the underlying substrate was also different in these various studies and may play an 

important role, especially at lower grafting densities. Hence it is not fully clear what the role 

of brush architecture on PNIPAM transition is. Ionic strength is another parameter having a 

marked effect on the LCST of PNIPAM, both in bulk solution
172

 and in polymer brushes,
165
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and at concentrations ranging from 10 to 100 mM the LCST of brushes is shifted below room 

temperature. 

Researchers have tried to develop other systems that would either allow to control precisely 

the position of the LCST in a wider range of temperatures, or that would avoid the large 

hysteresis observed for PNIPAM. For example poly (oligo ethyleneglycol methacrylate) 

(POEGMA) and poly (diethylene glycol methyl ether methacrylate) (PDEGMA) copolymers 

display little hysteresis during the cooling process.
172

 Copolymer brushes of POEGMA and 

PDEGMA display an LCST that linearly increases with increasing OEGMA monomer 

ratio.
155

 As for PNIPAM, this LCST correlates with a brush collapse and an increase of water 

contact angle.
35, 155

 Interestingly, a combination of QCM-dissipation measurements and water 

contact goniometry revealed significant differences between the collapse temperature of bulk 

brush chains vs. that of the brush surface.
173

 Jonas and co-workers found that the bulk LCST 

of brushes (from QCM data) was on average 8 
o
C below that of the surface (from variations 

in water contact angle) and 5 
o
C lower than that of free polymer chains. Such phenomenon 

may also account for discrepancies between studies reporting the behaviour of PNIPAM 

brushes with varying grafting densities. 

Some zwitterionic polymers such as poly (2-methacryloyloxy ethyl dimethyl 3-sulfopropyl 

ammonium hydroxide) (PMEDSAH) display UCST properties.
166, 174

 In such cases, the 

strong dipoles arising from the zwitterionic repeat units associate at low temperature resulting 

in brush collapse and surface hydrophobicity, whereas they dissociate above the UCST, 

inducing brush swelling and surface hydrophilicity. This transition was found to be highly 

dependent on brush thickness and grafting density, occurring near 52 
o
C for thick dense 

brushes, and these parameters also influenced the magnitude of the change in water contact 

angle. As for PNIPAM, an increase in ionic strength resulted in lowering the UCST, as a 
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result of the screening of dipolar interactions controlling the brush collapse and swelling.
175

 

Such salt responsive behaviour is not restricted to UCST brushes and is a hallmark of many 

polyelectrolyte brushes, in which chain conformation is altered by ionic strength as described 

above.
37, 147-148

 Polymer brush conformation is modulated by a variety of parameters and is 

very dynamic, responding to multiple environmental stimuli. Such properties are essential to 

the understanding, design and control of brush properties in the biomedical field, such as 

interaction with proteins and manipulation of cell behaviour. 

 

1.2. Infiltration of nano-particles and molecules 

Interfaces underlie many biomedical applications, from bio-sensing and medical 

diagnostics to protein purification, anti-bacterial coatings and tissue engineering. Protein 

interaction, adsorption and immobilisation at these interfaces is often an important factor 

governing other biochemical and biological processes such as marker detection, bacterial 

adhesion and cell spreading. In order to use polymer brushes for the design and control of 

such interfaces, it is important that their interaction with proteins is understood. 

 

Figure 4. Infiltration of PS-coated nanoparticles in P4VP-b-PS brushes (Reprinted with 

permission from.
56

 Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society). 

From a more general point of view, several research works have focused on the interaction 

and infiltration of objects such as nanoparticles into polymer brushes (Fig. 4). De Vos and co-

workers investigated the importance of particle size, brush grafting density and polydispersity 
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on particle infiltration.
176

 They found that small particles (for which the radius R is smaller 

than the distance between two polymer chains, R <        ), where  is the grafting 

density) could penetrate deeper into sparse brushes and brushes with increasing 

polydispersity (e.g. potentially arising from lower control during polymer brush growth in the 

case of “grafting from” strategies). Halperin and co-workers stressed the importance of 

solvent quality, which affect particle-brush interactions as well as chain conformation.
177

 

Poor solvents, which result in chain collapse, decrease the osmotic pressure within the brush, 

leading to a reduction in the free energy penalty upon infiltration of a particle. In addition, 

solvent quality was found to impact the mode of particle adsorption: primary adsorption to 

the underlying substrate or ternary adsorption if sufficiently strong interactions arise between 

the brush and the particle (Fig. 5). These observations are supported by experiments in which 

the localisation of particles in block copolymer brushes was determined by kinetic factors, the 

swelling of both blocks and the strength of interactions between the particles and the two 

blocks.
56

 Such strong interactions can be harnessed to synthesize and load particles very 

stably into polymer brushes.
59

 

 

Figure 5. Modes of protein adsorption to polymer brushes. 

Similarly to hard particles, small molecules are reported to infiltrate brushes more easily 

than bulkier macromolecules. Poly (hydroxyethyl methacrylate) (PHEMA) brushes  grafted 
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on a silica monolith column gave rise to a bimodal size exclusion phenomenon, with a 

molecular cut-off below 1000 g/mol, corresponding to the infiltration of molecules within the 

brush.
30, 178

 Such low cut-off is surprising, especially considering the wealth of data reporting 

the infiltration of proteins (with molecular weights sometimes in the order of several tens of 

kDa) in polymer brushes, but is perhaps a result of the low swelling of PHEMA brushes 

under the experimental conditions used. Steroids with molecular weights near 350-400 g/mol 

better infiltrated PNIPAM brushes below its LCST and this phenomenon was strongly 

affected by the brush grafting density.
179

 However, in this latter case, slight changes in 

molecular structure had important consequences on the interaction of the steroid with the 

brush, beyond what would be expected from simple size exclusion and infiltration. Similarly, 

PNIPAM-co-PDMAEMA copolymer brushes led to increased infiltration of adenosine 

triphosphates below the LCST of the polymer, although the contribution of the increased 

availability of positively charged groups is less clear.
180

 Finally, Gervasi and co-workers 

measured the diffusion of small molecule probes in poly(2-(acryloyloxy)ethyl 

trimethylammonium chloride) (PMETAC) brushes and found that the perchlorate-induced 

collapse of this brush was significantly decreasing ion motility.
181

 

Several studies investigated the diffusion of larger molecules such as synthetic polymers 

and peptides. Rühe and co-workers studied the functionalisation of copolymer brushes of 

PMMA and an N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) bearing monomer, with amino-poly(ethylene 

glycol) (PEG).
182

 A good correlation between the functionalisation level and the radius of 

gyration (Rg) of the PEG chains was observed. The authors proposed that large polymer 

chains do not fully penetrate through the brush but rather remain at the upper layer. Penn and 

co-workers used QCM to monitor the adsorption of polystyrene (PS) and PEG polymer 

chains terminated with thiol groups, through PS brushes of varying sizes, to the underlying 
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gold surface of the sensor.
58, 183

 The ratio between the Rg of the brush and that of the free 

chains was the key parameter, whether considering the interaction of free chains and brushes 

of the same type or of different types. These results stress the importance of the size of free 

polymer chains (and hence Rg) as one of the key parameters controlling the infiltration of free 

polymer chains into polymer brushes. When free chains are sufficiently small, they can 

penetrate the brush all the way to the underlying substrate, whereas they remain confined to 

the upper layer for larger sizes. Molecular dynamics simulations found that macromolecules 

can infiltrate a brush, even in the absence of attractive interactions with the underlying 

substrate and in a good solvent for both the brush and free polymer chain, providing the 

Flory-Huggins parameter is only slightly favourable. In additions, it was found that the 

amount of polymer adsorbed and its position within the brush was affected by the brush 

grafting density and length.
184

 Husson and co-workers found that the diffusion of peptides (5 

amino acids) within POEGMA brushes was tightly controlled by grafting density, with no 

detectable adsorption to the underlying substrate for dense brushes.
185

 

 

1.3. Interaction with proteins 

Protein adsorption to the surface of materials is the result of a combination of hydrophobic 

and electrostatic interactions as well as hydrogen bonding.
120, 186-188

 Adsorption can be multi-

stage, involving primary interactions, sometimes followed by conformational changes in the 

protein structure and possible denaturation that can reinforce the adsorption to the surface. 

Such behaviour is also observed in polymer brushes. However, the most detailed studies 

investigating protein-brush interactions focus on hydrophilic brushes (or brushes that swell to 

some extent in a relevant buffer). Three different scenarios have been proposed for describing 

the interaction of proteins with polymer brush interfaces (Fig. 5).
189

 Primary adsorption arises 
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from interactions with the underlying substrate, providing the brush height, swelling and 

grafting densities allows sufficient diffusion. Secondary adsorption is restricted to the outer 

part of the brush, directly exposed to the bulk solution, and can be expected to dominate in 

the case of large proteins and very dense and homogenous polymer brushes. Ternary 

adsorption occurs when the free energy of adsorption to the underlying surface is low and the 

attraction energy to the brush is sufficiently high. The main forces that proteins have to 

overcome in primary and ternary adsorption are the brush solvation energy and the penalty in 

osmotic pressure of the brush, whereas the latter can be ignored in secondary adsorptions. 

Adsorption is also modulated by the conformation, length and grafting density of the brush as 

well as the protein size. 

 

Figure 6. Impact of the grafting density and pH on the adsorption of BSA to PAA brushes 

(Reprinted with permission from.
190

 Copyright 2008 American Chemical Society).  

Interactions with charged brushes occur for proteins bearing a global opposite charge and 

adsorption is strongest near the isoelectric point (pI) of the protein. Hence bovine serum 

albumin (BSA), with a pI near 4.6-4.7, adsorbs strongly to PAA
190

 and cationic
191-192

 brushes 

near this pH (Fig. 6). An increase in chain length and grafting density resulted in higher BSA 
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adsorption, for a wide pH range. In contrast, increasing the ionic strength of the buffer had a 

more pronounced effect at higher pH, probably because of the stronger swelling of PAA 

brushes above their pKa. These results were mirrored by QCM-D experiments studying the 

adsorption of human serum albumin (HSA) on PAA brushes at different pH and ionic 

strength.
193

 In addition, that study showed that the combined effects of ionic strength, pH and 

the presence of mixed polyethylene oxide brushes can be harnessed to control the adsorption 

and desorption of HSA to polymer brush interfaces. High protein adsorption is not restricted 

to oppositely charged brushes and proteins though: proteins adsorb strongly to polymer 

brushes on the “wrong side” of their pI (at a pH for which the brush and the protein bear the 

same net total charge).
190-192

 In order to account for these observations, two mechanisms have 

been explored.
194-195

 The first, based on charge reversal, proposes that a local variation in the 

pH close to the brush results in electrostatic attraction of proteins.
190, 196

 In the second, the 

localisation of counterions close to the brush leads to a strong osmotic pressure, which can be 

reduced upon interaction with protein pockets bearing opposite charges to that of the brush. 

Hence, in this second model, protein adsorption is entropically driven and strongly depends 

on the buffer ionic strength. Evidence for this latter mechanism was recently provided by 

isothermal titration calorimetry.
192, 197-198

 In both mechanisms, it would be expected that the 

strong underlying interactions with the brush and the size of the proteins result in ternary 

adsorption. Indeed, neutron reflectometry and small angle X-ray scattering revealed that 

proteins were able to penetrate and diffuse throughout the brush
199-200

 and could even 

accumulate close to the core, giving rise to protein aggregation.
201-202

 This behaviour was 

observed despite slower protein diffusion within brushes compared to free proteins in 

solution.
203

 Local changes in pH and interaction with the underlying substrate may contribute 

to shaping such protein distribution. In comparison, proteins located in the outer part of the 

brush are less tightly bound and easier to displace.
201

 Not surprisingly, protein adsorption 
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from more complex protein solutions, such as blood or cell culture medium, give rise to high 

protein adsorption to charged polymer brushes,
204-205

 which could be an important parameter 

determining cell behaviour at these interfaces or for the design of biosensors and 

biocompatible coatings.
206

 For example, PDEAEMA brushes were shown to respond to 

changes in pH induced by exposure to CO2 gases, which in turn promoted protein adsorption 

in a reversible manner.
207

 Similarly, lysozyme adsorption to polyampholyte brushes was 

found to be pH- and thickness-dependent.
208

 

Neutral hydrophilic polymer brushes can similarly give rise to high protein adsorption and 

thermo-responsive brushes have received particular attention. Below LCST, PNIPAM 

brushes were shown to give rise to primary adsorption (Fig. 5), whereas a ternary mechanism 

seems to prevail above this transition.
209

 This is perhaps a reflection of the balance of 

interactions between proteins, brushes and their underlying substrate: at low temperature, 

chains are hydrated, interact weakly with proteins, and substrate interactions dominate 

(primary adsorption), whereas above the LCST, chain hydration decreases, giving rise to 

stronger ternary adsorption. Hence this highlights the importance of substrate chemistry (or 

functionalisation, for example using self-assembled monolayers) for controlling protein 

adsorption below the LCST, especially at low grafting density.
209-210

 In addition, Halperin 

described that upon collapse, the brush osmotic pressure decreases, and with it the penalty of 

insertion of a protein within the brush.
211

 This results in increased protein adsorption, as 

observed experimentally.
151, 154, 209, 212

 In comparison, the behaviour of proteins at the 

interface with other neutral fouling polymer brushes (i.e. those that do not resist the 

adsorption of proteins) has received less attention. Gorman and co-workers studied the 

adsorption of BSA at the surface of polyester brushes and found that this could be restricted 

by simple functionalisation with PEG side chains.
213

 AFM measurements showed that 
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Concanavalin A (Con A) adheres more strongly to thinner brushes, perhaps due to the 

increased polydispersity characteristic of thin brushes.
214

 Wang et al. also reported the impact 

of monomer chirality on protein adsorption, although this effect was more pronounced on 

spin coated films than on brushes.
215

 Specific interactions with Con A were achieved via 

carbohydrate functionalised brushes: mannose and glucose-based brushes showed high 

affinity, whereas galactose brushes did not display significant Con A adsorption.
216

 Such 

lectin-immobilised polymer brushes can in turn further interact with glycosylated peptides or 

glycoproteins, for their immobilisation or enrichment. The type of carbohydrate and its 

density within the brush was found to strongly impact the binding of Con A: decreasing 

mannose concentration (versus galactose) resulted in a switch from multi- to single-ligand 

binding, but these results perhaps also highlighted the decreasing effect of release and 

rebinding mechanisms.
217

 Xu et al. used boronic acid-containing brushes to immobilise and 

purify saccharides and glycoproteins such as horseradish peroxidase.
218

 This strategy led to 

improved retention of the enzymatic activity of the immobilised protein compared to initiator 

coated surfaces. Other neutral functionalised brushes display specific adsorption of proteins 

and these will be discussed in the following sections. 

 

1.4. Protein resistance 

On the other end of the spectrum, some polymer brushes display protein resistant 

properties: these coatings do not show significant protein adsorption. Although this is 

relatively simple to achieve for single protein solutions, even in the case of self-assembled 

monolayers, it is a much harder task in the case of more complex fluids such as blood, 

plasma, serum, saliva and tissue culture medium, conditions to which many biomedical 

platforms are routinely exposed to. Exposure of polymer brushes to such complex media is 
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commonly monitored via surface plasmon resonance (SPR) or quartz crystal microbalance 

(QCM) in order to determine protein resistance. POEGMA was the first brush for which 

protein resistance from sera was reported: it showed no fouling (undetected, below 1 ng/cm
2
) 

from fibronectin, lysozyme, bovine serum albumin (BSA) and foetal bovine serum (FBS, an 

important serum for cell culture applications, see Fig. 7).
82, 219

 Originally anchored to silicon 

and gold surfaces, this brush was subsequently grafted from a variety of other surfaces
98, 220

 

without compromising protein resistance, therefore expanding its potential for biomedical 

applications. Similarly, PEG acrylamide brushes (with similar side chains but a 

poly(acrylamide) backbone) displayed excellent protein resistance when challenged with 

plasma.
221

 Increasing brush thickness, size of the oligo(ethylene glycol) side chains or 

grafting density reduced protein adsorption.
82, 221-222

 Fouling properties were very dependent 

on the nature of the medium used for the assay: whereas single protein solutions and some 

sera (e.g. FBS) did not result in significant protein deposition (below 0.1 ng/cm
2
), other sera 

(e.g. whole horse serum, bovine serum, human serum), blood and plasma resulted in 

somewhat higher protein fouling (in the range of 10-100 ng/cm
2
).

223-224
 However, even in 

contact with these more challenging media, POEGMA brushes performed better than 

traditional protein resistant self-assembled monolayers. The stability of POEGMA brushes 

during storage at ambient conditions and when exposed to cell culture conditions was also 

studied: it was found that methoxy terminated brushes remained stable when stored for 

several weeks or during cell culture for more than 7 days,
223

 whereas hydroxyl terminated 

POEGMA brushes showed poorer stability and detachment of the film after prolonged 

incubation times.
225

 This is perhaps a result of the presence of di-methacrylate in the 

commercially available hydroxyl-terminated monomers, hence producing cross-linked 

brushes for which stress-induced swelling in buffer may give rise to surface detachment. 
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Figure 7. Adsorption of proteins to POEGMA brushes monitored by SPR. (Reproduced 

from 
219

 with permission from John Wiley and Sons).  

Other neutral brushes displayed good to excellent protein resistance. Hence PHEMA 

resisted well to the adsorption of BSA, fibrinogen and lysozyme (protein adsorption below 

0.5 ng/cm
2
) and performed reasonably when challenged with human serum or plasma 

(adsorption near 5-10 ng/cm
2
).

226
 Protein deposition initially decreased with increasing brush 

thickness, reaching a plateau above 20 nm, before increasing again for thicker brushes (above 

40-50 nm). Similar results were obtained for PHEMA-co-pOEGMA brushes, and this trend 

correlated with the higher swelling and hydration of brushes of intermediate thickness (20-40 

nm).
227

 It was found that the protein resistance of PHEMA brushes was strongly influenced 

by the grafting density too.
228-229

 Polyacrylamide brushes displayed a similar decrease in 

protein adsorption, reaching optimal anti-fouling properties above 30 nm (adsorption near 2 

ng/cm
2
 from human plasma and serum).

230
 Fibronectin adsorption to poly(oligo 2-oxazoline) 

brushes depended on the side chain length as well as the hydrophilicity of the brush (varied 

via the type of oxazoline side-chain).
231

 The adsorption of lysozyme, BSA and fibrinogen to 

poly(D-gluconamidoethyl methacrylate) depended on the chain length, brush density as well 

as the protein size.
232

 Similarly, fibrinogen and lysozyme adsorption to polypeptoid and PEG 

brushes (respectively) fell to low levels (below 10 ng/cm
2
) when chain packing reached a 

critical density, that depended on brush length.
233-234

 Ishihara and co-workers found that the 
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grafting density of PHEMA and PMPC brushes controlled the brush elastic repulsion and 

correlated well with fibrinogen repulsion.
235

  

These results connecting brush thickness and density to protein resistance are mirrored by 

studies investigating the effect of dendritic coatings, suggesting that molecular crowding, 

brush hydration and perhaps entanglement are important parameters preventing the 

infiltration of proteins through brushes,
236-237

 in the absence of strong brush-protein 

interactions and in line with predictions from models previously discussed.
211

 The impact of 

brush chemical structure on fouling properties (and even weak brush-protein interactions) is 

less clear though. Hence, extension of the side chain of PHEMA brushes by one methylene 

group increased protein adsorption from serum and blood by a factor 2-4,
226, 238

 but 

replacement of the methacrylate by a methacrylamide backbone and shifting of the hydroxyl 

to the 2-position resulted in no detectable protein adsorption from human plasma.
224, 239

 

Perhaps variations in brush hydration, swelling and the associated rise in osmotic pressure are 

key to the understanding of such fouling behaviour, as suggested by the study of related N-

hydroxy alkyl acrylamide brushes via SPR and sum frequency generation vibrational 

spectroscopy.
240
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Figure 8. Protein resistance of polymer brushes when challenged with serum or plasma. 

OEG SAM, TMA/SA and TMA/CA are oligo(ethylene glycol), 1-mercapto-11-N,N,N-

trimethylammonium chloride/ 1-mercapto-11-undecylsulfonic acid and  1-mercapto-11-

N,N,N-trimethylammonium chloride/1-mercapto-11-undecylcarboxylic acid self-assembled 

monolayers, respectively; SBMA is named  PMEDSAH in the present review. (Reprinted 

with permission from.
241

 Copyright 2008 American Chemical Society). 

Differences in hydration have been proposed to account for the improved protein resistance 

of some zwitterionic polymer brushes compared to POEGMA. Low-field H
1
NMR and 

differential scanning calorimetry showed that the first hydration layer was more tightly bound 

to free PMEDSAH chains than PEG chains, but that subsequent hydration layers were less 

so.
242

 These measurements also pointed to a greater number of bound water molecules per 

sulfobetaine repeat unit, compared to ethylene oxide, but this may not be a fair comparison 
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given the difference in size of the two monomers. Similarly, NMR, fluorescence 

spectroscopy and AFM experiments designed to study interactions between lysozyme or 

bovine serum albumin and PEG and PMEDSAH polymers (free chains in solutions) provided 

evidence for weak hydrophobic and reversible interactions between these proteins and PEG, 

but not with PMEDSAH.
243

  Molecular dynamics simulations gave further evidence of such 

differences in hydration between zwitterionic and oligo(ethylene glycol) repeat units as the 

hydration free energy of carboxybetaine and sulfobetaine are more than double that of tetra 

ethylene glycol.
244

 In addition, the study found that the first hydration layer was more tightly 

bound to the negative centre of caboxybetaine, compared to that of sulfobetaine, perhaps 

providing some insight into the superior anti-fouling performance of poly(carbxoybetaine 

methacrylate) brushes PCBMA, PCBMAm and PCBAA, compared to PMEDSAH (Fig. 

8)
241

. Similarly, sum frequency generation vibrational spectroscopy gave evidence of strong 

interfacial water association and ordering for PCBAA and, to a lesser extent PMEDSAH 

brushes.
245

 This phenomenon was dependent on pH in the case of PCBAA and was also 

strongly influenced by the presence of cations (in particular divalent).  

Several studies found that PCBMA and its parent poly(carboxybetaine acrylamide) 

PCBAA had superior protein resistant properties compared to PMEDSAH and POEGMA,
98, 

241, 246
 with protein depositions below the detection limit of SPR platforms.

224, 247
 PMEDSAH, 

although showing excellent performance in many conditions,
248-251

 typically displays higher 

fouling from bovine and foetal bovine sera as well as plasma compared to PCBMA,
204

 

despite their similarity of structure and hydrophilicity.
224

  Similarly, AFM studies also 

showed that strong electrostatic interactions, decreasing at high ionic strength, occur between 

RGD peptide-functionalized tips and PMEDSAH brushes.
252

 Indeed, -potential 

measurements performed on particles functionalised with PMEDSAH brushes displayed a 
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residual negative potential, even at high ionic strength and in PBS, which may account for the 

higher fouling of this brush.
204

 The origin of this negative potential is unclear. 

QCM-D experiments also highlighted the important role of the ionic strength and the type 

of anions present in the medium to modulate protein adsorption on PMEDSAH brushes.
253

 It 

is also worth noting that some studies found increased adsorption to PCBMA compared to 

PMEDSAH, using QCM to monitor the response of surfaces when challenged with FBS, 

hence contributing to make the structure-property relationship picture more complex
254

. 

Changes in thickness had a similar effect on anti-fouling properties as for neutral brushes: 

protein adsorption from plasma to PCBAA brushes was minimal for a thickness of 20 nm and 

increased again for thicker brushes.
247, 254

 This increase was more pronounced than for neutral 

brushes though, perhaps owing to the fact that the UCST properties of some zwitterionic 

brushes are modulated by brush thickness and polydispersity.
166

 Interestingly, some 

correlation between the refractive index of dry PCBAA brushes and their protein resistance 

was observed.
255

 Although this is difficult to fully interpret, it may reflect differences in brush 

polydispersity and water affinity, which may play a role in controlling protein infiltration.
256

 

A block copolymer architecture in which a block of PCBAA was grown over POEGMA was 

found to perform as well as PCBAA, suggesting that secondary adsorptions dominate in 

POEGMA brushes.
257

 The nature of the polymerizable group (forming the backbone of the 

brush) was not found to affect fouling properties (note that this study refers to marine 

biofouling).
258

 

The full elucidation of the proteome and nature of the macromolecules and objects that 

adsorb to polymer brushes should shed light on the various observations made and offer 

novel directions for the design of ultra-protein resistant coatings for applications in medical 

diagnostics. In this respect two recent studies highlighted the importance of apolipoprotein 
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adsorption, especially from low density lipoproteins particles, to the fouling of polymer 

brushes.
259-260

 This phenomenon is important as it seems to contribute to the cooperative 

adsorption of other proteins such as fibrinogen and albumin. Although, variations were 

observed when comparing different brushes (POEGMA, PHEMA and PMEDSAH), such 

cooperative mechanism seems ubiquitous in the protein fouling of polymer brushes. Finally, 

other zwitterionic brushes, such as those based on poly (methacryloyloxyethyl 

phosphorylcholine) (PMPC),
246, 261

 poly(serine methacrylate),
262

 poly(lysine 

methacrylamide),
263

 poly(ornithine methacrylamide)
263

 and polyampholytes
163, 246, 264-265

 have 

been reported to display similar low fouling properties to PMEDSAH. Some cationic brushes 

have been described to display antifouling properties, but this is surprising considering the 

strong adsorption of proteins at charged interfaces.
266

 

 

1.5. Bio-functionalisation of polymer brushes 

Protein adsorption. In order to display bioactive properties, polymer brushes typically have 

to be bio-functionalised with small molecules, peptides and proteins. Some brushes display 

inherent bioactivity, but these are specific cases in which the brush chemical structure itself is 

based on bioactive repeat units, such as carbohydrates.
206, 216, 267

 Several strategies have been 

designed to achieve bio-functionalisation, the simplest being to directly adsorb proteins onto 

brushes (Fig. 9). To do so robustly enough to sustain long-term immobilisation, strong 

protein-brush interactions are required. Polyelectrolyte brushes are particularly attractive in 

this respect as they allow the immobilisation of a very wide range of proteins without the 

requirement of added coupling agents. A key element is that such adsorption should preserve 

the protein activity, for example to enable specific recognition or enzymatic catalysis. 

Ballauff and Wittemann used FTIR spectroscopy to probe the secondary structure of proteins 
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immobilized in polyelectrolyte brushes. They found that the ratios of -helix and -sheets of 

proteins such as BSA, RNase-A and lactoglobulin adsorbed in PAA and PSS brushes 

remained almost unchanged compared to those of free proteins in solution.
268-269

 Importantly 

the proteins displayed no further signs of denaturation after release from the brush and 

retained their enzymatic activity.
270-273

 However, the denaturation temperature of RNase-A 

was decreased by 10
o
C when adsorbed in PSS brushes and this phenomenon was 

irreversible,
274

 suggesting that although adsorption to polyelectrolyte brushes does not 

directly give rise to denaturation for a wide range of proteins, it can decrease their stability. 

Horse radish peroxidase (HRP) activity decreased to 11 % of the native enzyme activity when 

immobilised to PAA brushes, although such PAA-adsorbed HRP remained one order of 

magnitude more active than HRP directly adsorbed to silica.
275

 When HRP was desorbed 

from the brush by increasing the ionic strength of the buffer, only 52 % of its activity was 

recovered, implying an irreversible denaturation within the brush. Other proteins, such as 

bovine haemoglobin, were found to interact with the hydrophobic core of particles on which 

PSS brushes were grafted and subsequently denatured,
202

 hence highlighting the influence 

and importance of the substrate. 
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Figure 9. Adsorption of charged proteins to polyelectrolyte brushes. N-, number of 

negatively charged residues at the protein surface; N+, number of positively charged residues 

at the protein surface; , Gouy-Chapman length; D, thickness of polyelectrolyte layer on the 

protein surface.  (Reprinted with permission from.
198

 Copyright 2010 American Chemical 

Society). 

Another class of brushes that has received attention as a platform for protein adsorption is 

POEGMA.
276

 Interestingly, POEGMA is described as one of the ultra-low fouling coatings, 

yet protein spotting followed by desiccation allows irreversible immobilisation of antibodies 

on these brushes. This seems contradictory with the performance of POEGMA, even when 

challenged with undiluted serum. However it is thought that upon drying, dehydration of the 

brush and antibody results in increased protein-brush interactions and entanglement that 

prevent desorption of the protein when the surface is subsequently immersed in buffer. Even 

after sonication and washing with detergent (Tween-20), the spotted proteins remained 

anchored to the brush. Despite this dehydration, the protein remained functional and able to 

specifically recognise antigens in solution. Similarly, it was reported that collagen anchoring 

occurs on POEGMA brushes when a moderately concentrated collagen solution is directly 

removed from the brush surface without prior dilution.
223

 Although further studies are 

required to fully understand the nature of the protein immobilisation process and how the 
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protein conformation is preserved in dried brushes, such an immobilisation platform has the 

advantage of being simple and versatile and has also been used for POEGMA-co-PGMA 

copolymer brushes.
277

 The intermediate hydrophobicity of POEGMA brushes, compared to 

other hydrophilic ultra-low fouling brushes such as PCBAA, may explain why dehydration 

can easily take place in mild conditions and result in immobilisation whilst not fully 

perturbing the protein structure and function.  

Other neutral polymer brushes such as PNIPAM also display protein adsorption above their 

transition temperature.
151, 209

 In these cases, desiccation is not required and it is the 

combination of brush collapse, decrease in osmotic pressure and hydrophobicity of the brush 

(and associated strength of protein-brush interactions) that result in protein adsorption, as 

discussed earlier. Hence, chain hydration also seems to be at the heart of protein adsorption to 

neutral LCST brushes, but the fact that such processes are reversible for LCST brushes 

implies weaker hydrophobic interactions, partial dehydration, less extensive chain 

entanglement or a role of the osmotic pressure within the brush. Protein adsorption to 

PHEMA and its methoxy derivative PMEMA was also reported.
278

 In addition, glucosidase 

adsorption to PHEMA preserved its orientation and conformation, so that it was able to 

effectively bind Con A. It was not clear whether such behaviour is preserved on PMEMA, 

but the difference in surface energy between these two brushes may again suggest that subtle 

changes in hydration are responsible for controlling protein adsorption.  

Brush functionalisation with small molecules and peptides. Simple protein adsorption does 

not always provide sufficient control of bio-functionality or may not be compatible with other 

requirements for the properties of the platform, such as low non-specific binding of unwanted 

proteins and cells. Hence, it has been and is still necessary to develop selective bio-

functionalisation methods, compatible with charged, zwitterionic and neutral brushes. 
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Functionalisation of polymer brushes bearing carboxylic acids, such as PAA or decorated 

with hydroxyl groups, as in PHEMA and POEGMA-OH, extended with succinic or glutaric 

anhydrides, has most often been carried out via N-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-N’-

ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride/N-hydroxysuccinimide (EDC/NHS) coupling (see Scheme 

1). Nitrilotriacetic acid (NTA) was coupled to PAA brushes using a direct EDC/NHS 

coupling, which led to relatively high functionalisation levels (> 50%).
279-280

 Alternatively, 

succinic anhydride can be used to convert hydroxyl-terminated PHEMA brushes, prior to 

EDC/NHS coupling of NTA, to afford high protein-binding capacity membranes and 

particles.
281-282

 Alternatively, brushes such as poly(2-(methacryloyloxy)ethyl succinate) can 

be directly functionalised.
283-284

 

 

Scheme 1. Coupling of small molecules to carboxylated polymer brushes.  
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Scheme 2. Coupling of small molecules bearing primary amines to PHEMA brushes.  

Similarly, amine-bearing small molecules, including short peptides, have been used to 

functionalise hydroxy-terminated brushes such PHEMA and POEGMA-OH (hydroxyl 

terminated POEGMA) (Scheme 2).  The two most favoured coupling agents are 

disuccinimidyl carbonate (DSC)
50, 222, 285

 and 4-nitrophenyl chloroformate (NPC),
61, 286

 

although carbonyldiimidazole (CDI)
287

 has also been employed successfully. These coupling 

agents are attractive due to their availability, mild reaction at room temperature and the 

stability of the activated ester formed, even in contact with aqueous buffers, hence enabling 

efficient urethane formation.
222, 285

 Biotin was coupled to POEGMA-OH brushes using DSC 

coupling, which led to high biotinylation level and complete conversion of DSC-activated 

groups.
222

 Similarly, Klok and co-workers found that NPC activation yielded high densities 

of RGD peptide immobilisation, and they were able to control this density via the starting 
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concentration of peptide.
61

 Importantly, such functionalisation was achieved with deprotected 

peptides. Differences in coupling efficiency between PHEMA and POEGMA are difficult to 

quantify on surfaces but, considering the difference in size of repeat units for these brushes, 

FTIR indicated comparable extents of peptide anchoring per repeat unit. Neutron reflectivity 

experiments revealed that functionalisation of NPC-activated PHEMA brushes with amino 

acids (leucine and serine) depended both on grafting density and brush height
288

 (Fig. 10): 

denser brushes allowed functionalisation only of the upper part of the brush (to a depth of 20 

nm), whereas sparse brushes allowed more homogenous coupling. The nature of the amino 

acid was also important as the bulkier and more hydrophobic leucine was found to be less 

reactive than serine. In contrast, the functionalisation of PGMA brushes with propylamine 

was found to be homogenous, as evidenced by XPS studies.
289

 Considering that these 

observations were made for single amino acids, this has important implications for longer 

peptide sequences, which should react more slowly and should not diffuse as easily as single 

amino acids. GFOGER, a 45-amino acid peptide, was coupled to POEGMA-OH and 

saccharide polymer brushes (2-gluconamidoethyl methacrylate), using NPC activation.
286, 290

 

Peptide densities of 20 and 8.5 ng/cm
2
 respectively were calculated from SPR measurements, 

clearly corresponding to sub-monolayer levels, highlighting the difficulty of functionalising 

protein resistant polymer brushes with even moderately large peptide sequences and proteins. 

Zhao et al. functionalised POEGMA-OH brushes with titanium phosphonate moieties via 

CDI coupling to allow the selective capture of phosphorylated peptides.
287

 Glinel et al. 

activated POEGMA-OH brushes with N-(p-maleimidophenyl)isocyanate before further 

functionalisation with a cysteine-terminated peptide (Magainin 1, 23 amino acids, see 

Scheme 3A).
291

 An excellent correlation between the content of hydroxyl terminated 

monomer and the resulting peptide density was observed. A similar maleimide-cysteine 

strategy was used to decorate cationic brushes with Tet-213 peptides (10 amino acids, see 
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Scheme 3B).
292

 In this case, primary amines on the brush side chains were functionalised 

with an N-hydroxysuccinimide maleimide linker, enabling further reaction with cysteine 

residues. The coupling efficiency was high (near 15 peptides/nm
2
), particularly at low brush 

grafting density. Costa et al. used thiol-ene and thiol-yne chemistry to couple peptides to 

POEGMA brushes functionalised with allylamine and propargyl amine, via cystein residues 

(see Scheme 3C)
293

. This allowed the photo-activation of the conjugation step using a photo-

radical initiator. The density of tethered peptides was controlled simply via changing the 

peptide concentration during the coupling step. The reaction of alkyne-functionalised RGD 

peptides with azido-PGMA derivatives also enabled efficient peptide coupling to PVDF 

substrates.
294

 

 

Scheme 3. Coupling of cystein bearing peptides to polymer brushes. In A and B, the 

peptides (in green) are coupled to brushes activated with maleimide residues. In C, the 

peptide is coupled to the brush via thiol-ene or thiol-yne reaction, mediated by UV-irradiation 

in the presence of a photo-radical generator.  
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Figure 10. Impact of PHEMA grafting density on amino acid functionalisation after 

activation with NPC  (Reprinted with permission from.
288

 Copyright 2011 American 

Chemical Society). 

It is also possible to exploit the residual chemistry arising from brush growth in order to 

selectively functionalise the end chains of brushes. Indeed, the ATRP process results in 

halogenated end-chains, which can be further functionalised, in particular in the case of 

brominated chains, via nucleophilic substitution with sodium azide, followed by 1,3-dipolar 

cycloaddition with alkynes (Scheme 4A).
295

 This process allowed the efficient biotinylation 

of POEGMA brushes without requiring modification of the side-chain chemistry. Similarly, 

brushes grown via a RAFT process are capped with a chain transfer agent such as a 

dithiobenzoate group which can be transformed via aminolysis into a terminal thiol (Scheme 

4B). This thiol can then be reacted with maleimide derivatives, resulting in specific end-chain 

functionalisation.
296
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Scheme 4. End-functionalisation strategies for the generation of biofunctional polymer 

brushes. A, Azido-alkyne click chemistry from ATRP-grown brushes. B,  Thiol-maleimide 

coupling at RAFT-grown brushes (EA, 2-ethanol amine). C, Antibody coupling to the end-

chain of ATRP-grown brushes (TAEA, tris(2-aminoethyl)amine). 

Another successful approach for brush functionalisation has consisted in growing reactive 

polymer brushes. PGMA brushes have received particular attention owing to their well-

controlled growth, availability of the monomer and efficiency of functionalisation. Amines, 

as well as other nucleophiles,
297-298

 result in efficient opening of the epoxide, in mild 
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conditions.
299

 This strategy was used to generate metal chelating brushes, after reaction of 

iminodiacetic acid or imidazole with PGMA.
300

 Interestingly, copolymer brushes of PGMA 

and PDEAEMA displayed enhanced rates of reaction with a variety of primary amines, at 

room temperature, in aqueous conditions.
301

 Other types of chemistries have also been 

exploited. Patton and co-workers reported the simple functionalisation of alkyne brushes with 

a variety of thiols, via photo-irradiation,
302

 and azidopropyl methacrylates can be 

functionalised with alkynes via 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition.
303

 The direct coupling of 

oligonucleotides to copolymer brushes of POEGMA, PMMA and the bioreactive 

poly(formylphenyl methacrylate) has also been explored.
304

 Protein coupling and binding. 

Similar strategies have been used to anchor proteins to polymer brushes. As for 

functionalisation with small molecules, brushes bearing carboxylic acids have been activated 

using EDC/NHS before incubation with avidin,
305

 streptavidin,
222

 silk sericin,
306

 collagen,
307

 

chitosan,
308

 RNase A,
280

 fibronectin
309

 and bone morphogenetic protein-2 (Scheme 5).
310

 

Neutral brushes such as PHEMA and POEGMA were also activated using CDI, NPC and 

DSC, to couple lysozyme,
311

 fibronectin fragments,
312-313

 streptavidin
222

 and antibodies 

(Scheme 5).
314

 Other strategies have consisted in direct coupling to halogenated
315

 and 

aldehyde-functionalised
316-317

 brushes as well as poly(azlactone)
318

 and PGMA brushes.
319

 

Protein coupling to negatively charged carboxylic acid brushes was typically high (for 

example, 2-6 g/cm
2
)
280, 307

 corresponding to several monolayers of proteins and implying 

diffusion and loading of proteins throughout the brush. This is perhaps not surprising given 

the high swelling of charged brushes (e.g. PAA) and the role of electrostatic interactions in 

mediating protein loading into the brush. Neutral brushes were also found to give rise to high 

protein densities (1-10 g/cm
2
), in particular in the case of reactive brushes such as 

poly(azlactone)
318

 and PGMA.
319-320

 When PGMA was copolymerized with PDEAEMA, 

protein coupling was increased, as a consequence of the combined effects of protein 
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attraction to the charged PDEAEMA and its auto-catalytic effect on the opening of epoxide 

groups by primary amines (Scheme 5).
301

 In such cases again, high protein densities suggest 

penetration of the brush by proteins, rather than simple surface functionalisation, as further 

confirmed by the typical increase in bound protein mass as a function of brush thickness.
318-

319
 

 

Scheme 5. Direct protein coupling to polymer brushes. 

Protein anchoring to anti-fouling brushes is typically more challenging and immobilisation 

levels are often significantly lower (below 1 g/cm
2
) than for peptides and other small 

molecules.
222, 224, 312

 This is perhaps linked to the fact that there is no driving force to promote 

protein infiltration through such brushes and proteins do not spend significant amounts of 

time within the brush to couple to reactive groups. Hence efficient coupling to anti-fouling 

brushes relies on two main strategies: 1. the use of coupling agents stable enough in aqueous 

buffers to allow longer incubation times with moderate hydrolysis;
222

 2. the generation of 

temporary charges after activation of poly(zwitterionic) and poly(ampholyte) brushes.
321-322
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In the latter case, the attractive electrostatic force between the brush and protein allows 

sufficient local protein concentration to achieve coupling before hydrolytic deactivation of 

the coupling agent (e.g. it was reported that NHS esters on PCBAA have a half-life of 10 

min).
321, 323

 It is therefore not surprising that protein coupling is sensitive to the buffer pH and 

potentially pI of the protein to be anchored.
323

 In both cases, the protein densities achieved 

are typically in the range of 100-500 ng/cm
2
, corresponding to monolayers or bilayers of 

proteins. Such extents of coupling imply poor protein infiltration and only surface 

functionalisation for dense antifouling brushes. Results obtained for block copolymer 

brushes, for which the second block has a lower grafting density, typically show increased 

functionalisation, which supports this view.
324-325

 In addition, protein density does not 

increase significantly when the brush thickness is increased without changing the brush 

density.
322

 

Finally, in order to control the orientation of the proteins when anchored to the brush and 

maximise the specificity of the coupling, several approaches have been designed that make 

use of protein tags already ubiquitous in biochemistry. Hence biotinylated and streptavidin-

loaded brushes have been used to immobilise biotinylated proteins and antibodies.
50, 222, 295

 

This typically resulted in relatively high protein loading, even when incubating at low 

concentration (below 10 g/mL) from buffer containing also other proteins. Another popular 

anchoring method is via the use of metal complexes that can selectively bind oligo-histidine 

residues (his-tag), a tag that is commonly used for the purification of recombinant proteins. 

Copper and nickel complexes of nitrilotriacetate (NTA) have been coupled to PAA,
280

 

PMAA,
326

 poly (2-(methacryloyloxy)ethyl succinate) (PMES),
284

 PHEMA,
281

 POEGMA
51

 

and poly(azlactone) (PAzL)
318

 brushes to capture enzymes and his-tagged proteins (Fig. 11). 

Remarkably, charged PAA and PMES brushes which swell to high degrees, were able to bind 
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high densities of proteins (>10 g/cm
2
), whereas immobilisation on neutral brushes was 

lower (near or below 1 g/cm
2
, corresponding to 1-3 monolayers of densely packed adsorbed 

proteins). Although neutral brushes also bear negative charge after NTA functionalisation, 

their conformational change remain limited (swelling below 100%) compared to the highly 

charged PAA and PMES brushes.
51

 Such low swelling may not be sufficient to enable 

extensive infiltration of proteins. Klok and co-workers functionalised PHEMA and 

POEGMA brushes with benzylguanine residues which can subsequently allow the coupling 

of alkylguanine-DNA-alkyltransferase (AGT) fusion proteins.
327

 Although AGT is a 

relatively bulky tag and requires the preparation of specific recombinant proteins, this 

approach offered an excellent control of protein orientation in mild and dilute conditions. 

 

Figure 11. Stable immobilisation of his-tagged GFP onto NTA-POEGMA brushes. His-

GFP concentrations were 13.4 μg/mL (red), 6.7 μg/mL (green), 1.34 μg/mL (blue), 335 

ng/mL (purple), and 67 ng/mL (black). (Reprinted with permission from.
51

 Copyright 2010 

American Chemical Society). 
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Scheme 6. Tethering of proteins to polymer brushes via protein tags. A, Streptavidin 

capture by biotinylated brushes can subsequently allow the coupling of biotinylated proteins. 

B,  Nitrilotriacetic acid-functionalised brushes allow to capture histidine-tagged proteins. C, 

Benzylguanine functionalised POEGMA brushes allow the selective coupling of AGT-tagged 

proteins. 

Hence, a variety of biofunctionalisation strategies have been developed to confer 

bioactivity to polymer brushes, making use of the brush chemistry and architecture, and the 

introduction of selective tags. Making use of these approaches, brush-based platforms have 

been designed for application in bio-sensing, cell culture, tissue engineering, as anti-bacterial 

coatings and for protein purification and membrane technologies. Examples of such platforms 

are discussed in the remaining sections of this review. 
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Figure 12. Morphology of PVDF membranes (top row) and PVDF membranes modified 

with PHEMA and PDMAEMA-b-PHEMA brushes (middle and bottom rows respectively). 

(Reproduced from 
328

 with permission from Elsevier). 

 

2. Applications to membrane science and sample purification 

2.1. Surface coating for membrane applications and sample purification 

Polymer brushes grown from a variety of membranes. The ability to functionalise a wide 

range of surfaces with polymer brushes has been particularly useful for modifying the 
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properties of membranes and stationary phases used for sample purification (Table 1). Hence, 

both polymeric, such as (poly(vinylidene difluoride) (PVDF, See Fig. 12),
220, 328-330

 poly(ether 

ether ketone) (PEEK),
106

 hydroxylated nylon,
283

 polyester,
331

 cellulose,
332-333

 polyether 

sulfone
107

 and polyether sulfone ketone
334

), and inorganic (anodic alumina
281

) membranes 

have been used as support for the growth of polymer brushes. In the case of surfaces 

presenting reactive hydroxyl groups, the initiator function for the ATRP process was coupled 

to the membrane via silanes or acyl bromides, a standard approach in this field. Membranes 

lacking such reactive groups were functionalised via polyelectrolyte multilayer assembly 

terminated by the deposition of a cationic macro-initiator
107, 335

 or after activation using 

ozone/oxygen,
220, 336

 3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine (DOPA),
328

 sodium borohydride
106

 or 

formaldehyde.
283

 

 

Figure 13. Variation in filtration flux of a BSA solution using zirconium oxide membranes 

functionalised with PNIPAM. (Reproduced from 
337

 with permission from Elsevier). 

Performance and application of brush-functionalised membranes for sample purification, 

separation and filtration. Primarily, POEGMA has been grown from these membranes, to 

confer anti-fouling properties. PHEMA,
107, 328, 338

 poly(2-(methacryloyloxy)ethyl succinate) 

(PMES),
283

 PMEDSAH
339

 and PNIPAM
332

 based systems were also developed to allow 
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further functionalisation, improve the hydrophilicity of the coatings or confer temperature 

responsiveness. For example zirconium oxide membranes functionalised with PNIPAM 

displayed anti-fouling properties at low temperatures and self-cleaning properties with good 

flux recovery (near 80%, Fig. 13).
337

 The resulting membranes were used for sample 

purification and filtration: the effect of the grafting of brushes on initial sample flux was 

ambiguous as the associated increase in membrane hydration and reduction in pore size had 

opposite effects on the flux through the membrane.
328, 334, 336, 340-341

 However, in all cases, flux 

recovery was significantly increased (above 90%) and the stability of the system over 

repeated or prolonged filtration cycles was greatly improved.
328, 332, 334, 336

 Such performance 

is proposed to be the result of the marked reduction in protein adsorption to POEGMA 

surfaces, preventing gradual clogging of the membrane. Hence polymer brush-functionalised 

membranes may be useful for the purification of complex and concentrated samples such as 

blood,
340

 in haemodialysis. In addition, eluted proteins could be separated based on their size 

and charge
178, 329, 341-342

 following the change in pore size distribution and surface chemistry 

of the membrane or stationary phase since these parameters alter the molecular weight cut-

off. This offers interesting opportunities for the design of improved chromatography and 

electrophoresis systems for protein separation and purification. For example, POEGMA 

coatings were used to decrease non-specific binding and improve protein separation in 

capillary electrophoresis.
343

 PMEDSAH brushes were also used for the purification of 

glycopeptides.
344
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Figure 14. Polymer brush-functionalized membranes for his-tagged protein purification 

(Reprinted with permission from.
281

 Copyright 2007 American Chemical Society). 

2.2. Protein capture with binding elements 

Although non-biofunctionalized cationic brushes have been used for non-specific protein 

fractionation,
345

 the ease with which polymer brushes, including those displaying low fouling, 

can be functionalised has led to the development of several platforms for reversible protein 

capture, for protein purification, even from complex protein mixtures such as serum (Table 

1). Ni-NTA has been the most extensively studied system, owing to the simplicity of the 

chemistry involved, the efficiency of the protein capture, its reversibility and the ubiquity of 

his-tagged proteins in recombinant protein synthesis and purification (Fig. 14). The brush 3D 

architecture offers an important advantage in terms of maximum loading level, especially in 

the case of negatively charged brushes characterised by higher swelling. Hence, high binding 

capacities (1-10 g/cm
2
 for 2D support substrates and near 100 mg/cm

3
 for 3D membranes) 

are typically measured.
280-281, 283, 318, 335

 Such systems are particularly attractive for protein 

purification, even from complex protein solutions such as serum. In addition, adaptation of 
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these brushes to magnetic particles allowed the magnetic purification of proteins directly 

from cell lysates.
282

 Neutral brush-based systems are characterised by lower capacities (below 

1 g/cm
2
), owing to a combination of modest swelling and reduced NTA ligand density. 

However, their systems displayed excellent capture stability as a result of rebinding and 

retained their protein resistance, hence allowing specific protein immobilisation and 

patterning.
51

 Similarly to these Ni-NTA systems, titanium phosphate-functionalised brushes 

have been explored for the specific binding of phosphorylated peptides, which could be 

extended to proteins, for the detection and purification of phosphorylated species and 

proteomics (Fig. 15).
287

 Hydrazine-functionalized PGMA brushes were developed for the 

enrichment of glycosylated peptides.
346

 

 

Figure 15. Enrichment of phosphopeptides using titanium phosphate-functionalised 

brushes. (Reproduced from 
287

 with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry). 
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Table 1. Polymer brushes applied to membrane science and for sample purification.
a
 

Brush Substrate Initiator Application Assay Ref 

POEGMA PVDF 
Ozone treatment 

 BiBB 
Ultrafiltration 

Monitoring of permeation 

flux 
250

 

PHEMA 

POEGMA 

PDMAEMA 

PVDF Directly from PVDF Ultrafiltration 
Monitoring of permeation 

flux 
329

 

PBVbpy PVDF Ozone then BIEM Microfiltration 
Monitoring of permeation 

flux 
330

 

POEGMA 

PNIPAM 

PSPMA 

PEEK NaBH4, then BiBB Microfiltration 
Membrane preparation 

only 
106

 

POEGMA 

POEGMA-co-

PDEGMA 

PETE Ethane/ammonia plasma Controlled delivery Permeation profile 
331

 

PNIPAM 

PNIPAM-b-

POEGMA 

Cellulose BiBB Ultrafiltration 
Monitoring of permeation 

flux 
332

 

PHEMA PES Cationic macroinitiator Sample purification 
Membrane preparation 

only 
107

 

POEGMA PPESK 
Chloromethylation in 

sulphuric acid 
Ultrafiltration 

Monitoring of permeation 

flux 
334

 

PMES 
Hydroxylat

ed nylon 
Cationic macroinitiator Sample purification 

Hydraulitic permeability, 

protein binding 
335

 

POEGMA 

PMMA 
PVDF UV, air Microfiltration 

Monitoring of permeation 

flux 
336
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PHEMA 

PDMAEMA 

PDMAEMA-b-

PHEMA 

PVDF PDOPA, then BiBB Ultrafiltration 
Monitoring of permeation 

flux 
328

 

PHEMA PES/silica APTMS, Raft agent Ultrafiltration 
Monitoring of permeation 

flux 
338

 

PNIPAM ZrO2 Silane methacrylate Sample purification 

Monitoring of permeation 

flux 

Protein adsorption 

337
 

POEGMA PVDF Plasma 
Blood-compatible 

membranes 

Protein adsorption, blood 

compatibility 
340

 

POEGMA Cellulose BiBB Ultrafiltration 
Monitoring of permeation 

flux 
341

 

PAAm Glass TCCMPE Protein separation Capillary electrophoresis 
342

 

POEGMA Glass APTES, then BiBB Protein separation Capillary electrophoresis 
343

 

PMEDSAH 
SiO2 

particles 
RAFT silane Sample purification Protein binding 

344
 

PNIPAM-co-

PAEMA 
Gold AIBN thiol derivative Sample purification Protein binding 

345
 

NTA-PAA Gold MUBiB Sample purification Protein binding 
279

 

NTA-PAA Silicon Silane ATRP initiator Sample purification Protein binding 
280

 

NTA-PHEMA Alumina Silane ATRP initiator Sample purification Protein binding 
281

 

NTA-PMES Gold MUBiB Sample purification Protein binding 
284

 

NTA-PMES Nylon 
Formaldehyde, then silane 

ATRP initiator 
Sample purification Protein binding 

283
 

NTA-PHEMA 
Magnetic 

nanoparticles 
Silane ATRP initiator Sample purification Protein binding 

282
 

NTA-PAA Silicon Silane ATRP initiator Sample purification Protein binding 
318
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NTA-PHEMA 

NTA-POEGMA 
Gold MUBiB Sample purification Protein binding 

51
 

POEGMA 
Magnetic 

nanoparticles 
APTES, then BiBB Phosphopeptide enrichment MALDI-ToF 

287
 

PGMA 
Magnetic 

nanoparticles 
Silane ATRP initiator Glycopeptide enrichment MALDI-ToF 

346
 

a
Accronyms used: PVDF, poly(vinylidene difluoride); BiBB, 2-bromoisobutyryl bromide; PBVbpy, N-Benzyl-N-(4-vinylbenzyl)-4,4’-

bipyridium dichloride; BIEM, 2-(2-bromoisobutyryloxy)ethyl methacrylate; PEEK, poly(ether ether ketone); PETE, track etched polyester; PES, 

polyethersulfone; PPESK, poly(phthalazinone ether sulfone ketone); PDOPA, 3,4-dihydroxy-l-phenylalanine; APTMS, aminopropyltrimethoxy 

silane; TCCMPE, 1-trichlorosilyl-2-(m-p-chloromethylphenyl) ethane; PAEMA, poly(2-aminoethyl methacrylate hydrochloride); MUBiB, 11-

mercapto-1-undecyl 2-bromoisobutyrate; NTA, nitrilotriacetic acid; PMES, 2-(methacryloyloxy)ethyl succinate; MALDI-ToF, matrix assisted 

laser desorption/ionisation-time of flight. 
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3. Polymer brush-based bio-sensing platforms 

3.1. Types of polymer brush-based sensing platforms 

Polymer brush-based bio-sensing platforms fall in three main categories (Fig. 16): 1, label-

free detection systems in which an analyte is directly bound and sensed; 2, label-based 

systems, in which the brush allows the binding of an analyte, with subsequent detection using 

a labelled molecule such as an antibody; 3, mass-amplification systems in which detection of 

a surface-bound analyte is amplified via the mass-gain associated with surface-initiated 

polymerisation. 

 

Figure 16. Three main categories of polymer brush-based biosensing platforms: systems 

relying on label-free detection (A), label-based detection (B) and mass amplification (C). The 

binding of analytes can be detected by a number of techniques (typical examples being 

indicated next to each panel). 

Label-free biosensing. Label-free detection of analytes is particularly interesting for 

sensing applications as it allows fast detection of pathogens or biomarkers, potentially live, 
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with minimal sample handling and incubation steps. Such detection methods rely on the 

sensing of mass or refractive index changes at the surface of the biosensor and thus the brush 

architecture and non-specific protein adsorption to its surface (or the underlying substrate) are 

critical to the sensor performance, in addition to the affinity and selectivity of the sensing 

motif. Label-free detection platforms in which polymer brushes have been employed include 

quartz crystal microbalance (QCM),
347

 surface plasmon resonance (SPR),
247, 277, 321, 324

 

localised surface plasmon resonance (LSPR),
348

 pulsed streaming potentiometry
349

 and 

voltammetry.
350

 Amongst these techniques, QCM offers advantages as it has a wider 

sensitivity depth (with an extinction depth near 250 nm, compared to 70-150 nm for SPR
50, 

351
) and provide information on bound mass as well as the viscoelastic properties of the 

adsorbed layer (via the dissipation energy data).
351

 SPR detection offers the advantage of 

being compatible with protein micro-arrays, hence potentially enabling parallel detection of 

several analytes.
352

 It is disputable whether polymer brushes are appropriate for LSPR 

applications as this technique is typically associated with short extinction depth.
9
 

Nevertheless, platforms based on protein fouling boronic acid-based brushes suggest LSPR 

displays a useful sensing range for detecting the binding of ovalbumin and avidin (limit of 

detection, LOD, 100 nM and 1 M respectively), and subsequent antibody-based assay.
348

  

Biosensing based on immunoassays and fluorescent tag labelling. Other detection methods 

such as ELISA and fluorescence microscopy offer advantages in terms of detection 

sensitivity and specificity. These techniques are less affected by the non-specific binding 

typically occurring in complex samples from blood, serum or saliva, owing to a combination 

of antibody specificity and the ability to use blocking steps during the assay. Polymer brushes 

have been utilised to develop such ELISA
295, 353

 and fluorescence
354-355

 assays. Such 

platforms have been described to capture relatively high levels of antibodies, preserve their 
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specificity and confer improved signal-to-noise ratios. In addition, these platforms are 

particularly amenable to micro-arraying
276, 319, 356

 for parallel detection of several biomarkers. 

Ober and co-workers used 2,4-dinitrophenyl (DNP) functionalised POEGMA brushes to 

capture anti-DNP antibodies and detect their adsorption via the generation of hydrogen 

peroxide catalysed by the antibody, using voltammetry.
350

 Others have used a fluorescence 

reporter (PicoGreen®) to measure the pairing of single strand DNA immobilised on 

PDMAEMA brushes.
357

 Concentrations of single strand DNA down to 30 pM were 

measured, but the limit of detection of the sensor in serum was more modest (M range). A 

similar approach was reported, this time using streptavidin-horseradish peroxidase detection, 

for the identification of single base mismatch, down to concentrations of 10 fmol.
358
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Table 2. Polymer brushes used for biosensing applications.
a
 

Brush Substrate Initiator Biofunctionalisation Assay LOD Ref 

PGMA-co-

PDEAEMA 
Ta2O5 Silane ATRP initiator 

Direct coupling to 

PGMA via primary amines 

Fluorescence 

(Biotin-streptavidin 

and immunoassay) 

~1 nM 
319

 

PGMA-co-

POEGMA 
Gold Cysteamine, then BiBB 

Direct coupling to 

PGMA via primary amines 
SPR 

20-100 

ng/mL 
277

 

POEGMA-

co-PAA 

Cyclic 

olefin 

copolymer 

NA NHS-activated PAA 
Fluorescence 

(immunoassay) 
~1 ng/mL 

359-

360
 

POEGMA-

co-PGMA 
Glass APTES, then BiBB 

Direct coupling to 

PGMA via primary amines 

Fluorescence 

(competitive 

immunoassay) 

3-4 pg/mL 
361

 

POEGMA Glass Silane ATRP initiator 

Infiltration into 

POEGMA brushes and 

partial dehydration 

Fluorescence 

(immunoassay) 
1-10 pg/mL 

276
 

POEGMA PDMS 
Alkene functionalised 

ATRP initiator 

Bromoacetic acid then 

EDC-NHS coupling of 

antibody 

ELISA 
20-700 

pg/mL 
362

 

POEGMA 
Magnetic 

nanoparticles 
Silane ATRP initiator 

Azide-alkyne click 

chemistry 

DNA 

hybridization with 

fluorescence 

detection 

0.5 pM 
363

 

POEGMA Gold MUBiB 
DSC-mediated coupling 

of streptavidin 

DNA 

hybridization and 

antibody capture 

SPR 

NR 

Clinical 

samples 

364
 

PNIPAM ITO Silane RAFT initiator 
Azide-alkyne click 

terminal functionalisation 

Electrochemical 

detection of CdSe 
1-10 pg/mL 

365
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with antibody conjugate 

PCBAAm Gold MUBiB 
EDC-NHS coupling of 

antibody 

Immunoassay 

SPR 

NR 

< 5 ng/mL 

in blood 

serum 

247, 

321, 323
 

PCBAAm 

PHEMA 
Gold MUBiB 

EDC-NHS or DSC 

coupling of antibody 

Immunoassay for 

detection of 

bacterial strain 

SPR 

~ 6 x 10
4
 

cells/mL 
366

 

PHPMAm Gold MUBiB 
DSC coupling of 

antibody 

Immunoassay 

SPR 

NR 

< 600 

ng/mL 

224
 

PCBAAm Gold 
Photoiniferter thiol 

MUBiB 

EDC-NHS coupling of 

antibody 
SPR < 1 g/mL 

324-

325, 367
 

PMAMPC Gold NA 
Biotinylation via EDC-

NHS coupling 
SPR 

1.5 nM in 

blood plasma 
368

 

POEGMA-b-

PAA 

Cycloolefin 

polymer 
Photoiniferter 

EDC-NHS coupling of 

antibody 

Fluorescence 

(immunoassay) 

< 50 

g/mL 
369

 

POEGMA 

Photo-

polymerized 

polymer 

Photoiniferter 

PEGylated antibody 

monomer used during 

brush growth 

ELISA 1 pM 
355

 

POEGMA 

PHEMA 
Gold MUBiB 

Coupling of streptavidin 

via a range of reagents 

SPR and 

immunoassay 
1 ng/mL 

222
 

PAA 
Gold and 

silicon 
MUBiB Biotinylation SPR NR 

370
 

PMPC Gold MUBiB None LSPR 50 ng/mL 
371

 

PAA-co-

PDMAEMA 
Graphene None (UV) EDC-NHS coupling FET NR 

372
 

PGMA Glass APTES, then BiBB 
Direct antibody capture  

(via boronic acids) 

Fluorescence 

(immunoassay) 
10 pg/mL 

373
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a
Accronyms used: LOD, limit of detection; BiBB, 2-bromoisobutyryl bromide; NA, not applicable; APTES, aminopropyltriethoxy silane; 

MUBiB, mercapto-1-undecyl 2-bromoisobutyrate; NR, not reported; PMAMPC, poly-((methacrylic acid)-ran-(2-methacryloyloxyethyl 

phosphorylcholine)); FET, field effect transistor. 
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The process of surface-initiated controlled radical polymerisation itself also presents 

interesting features for biosensor design: it is specific to a certain type of functions (e.g. 

halogenated initiators in the case of ATRP), can tolerate a wide range of chemistries and 

results in high mass amplification. In the case of relatively low molecular weight analytes, or 

at low concentrations, this is an important advantage as a low signal (for example arising 

from SPR detection) can be amplified by 3 to 4 orders of magnitude. Such a strategy was 

used for the detection of single mismatch mutations in DNA
374

 and of Con A binding,
375

 

using an ATRP-coupled DNA probe and a very mild activator generated by an electron 

transfer approach for triggering ATRP. However, it was important to ensure that the 

dissociation constant of the different recognition partners used was minimal to avoid chain 

detachment during polymerisation, with associated loss in sensitivity.
376

 Other systems, not 

based on radical polymerisations, such as rolling-circle DNA amplification
377

 may also be 

used for similar purposes. 

3.2. Impact of protein resistance on sensing specificity 

Biosensors should ideally allow the detection of analytes over a wide range of 

concentrations, without interference from other species present in the sample, such as 

proteins in blood or saliva. The performance of sensors is not only determined by the method 

of detection and its sensitivity, but also by the strength of interaction between the analyte and 

sensor surface and the absence of unwanted non-specific binding. In that respect, the polymer 

brush chemistry is not only important to ensure efficient coupling of biomacromolecules 

enabling sensing of analytes, but also to prevent adsorption of proteins and other molecules to 

the sensor surface.  
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Figure 17. Polymer brush platforms for protein micro-arrays. A, Impact of brush type and 

thickness on protein adhesion; B, Effect of coating type and loading on intensities detected 

(DDP is dodecylphosphate) (Reprinted with permission from.
319

 Copyright 2010 American 

Chemical Society). 

Low fouling brushes for biosensing. PGMA-co-PDEAEMA copolymer brushes, which 

allow high levels of protein binding compared to monolayer systems (e.g. dodecylphosphate 

monolayers), give rise to increased fluorescence signals in protein micro-arrays (Table 2).
319

 

Consistent with the role of the 3D architecture of the brush that enables higher protein 

loading, increased brush thickness resulted in higher fluorescence intensity and improved 

signal-to-noise ratio (Fig. 17). A proof-of-concept microarray carried out using TNF and a 

corresponding antibody revealed signal-to-noise ratios that were above 10 even for an 

antibody concentration of 1 nM, and showed that the dynamic range of concentrations was 

substantially increased compared to a monolayer control. However, despite the increase in 

protein coupling density observed and the associated signal-to-noise ratios, PGMA-co-

PDEAEMA also showed increased non-specific (negative control) signal, suggesting that the 

detection range and sensitivity of the assay could be further improved by using anti-fouling 

surfaces. Hu et al. used a similar coupling strategy, combining PGMA with the protein 
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resistant POEGMA to generate protein micro-arrays for SPR imaging and observed limits of 

detections for assays in a biomedically relevant range of 20-100 ng/mL.
277

 Sung et al. micro-

contact printed antibody arrays on the surface of “grafted to” POEGMA-co-PMA
359

 (after 

NHS activation) or POEGMA-co-PGMA
360

 brushes and reported a limit of detection below 

10 ng/mL for the former brush. A similar strategy was used to create competitive mycotoxin 

assays, with limits of detection reaching 3-4 pg/mL.
361

  Interestingly, Hucknall et al. showed 

that PGMA was not necessary to generate stable protein arrays and that spotting followed by 

controlled drying of proteins directly on POEGMA brushes was sufficient, resulting in 

microarrays with limits of detection near pg/mL concentrations. Such detection limit is one 

order of magnitude lower than those measured for nitrocellulose, and the platform offered an 

increased dynamic range of sensing (Fig. 18).
276

 It could be argued that the lower limit of 

detection observed for pure POEGMA arrays is a combination of the improved protein 

resistance of POEGMA (compared to PGMA-co-POEGMA) and the type of assay used 

(immunofluorescence). Similarly, carboxylated POEGMA-functionalised poly(dimethyl 

siloxane) platforms resulted in limits of detection in the sub-ng/mL range, using ELISA 

assays.
362

 POEGMA-coated particles were also used to detect attomolar DNA concentrations 

in serum.
363

 Riedel and co-workers used streptavidin-functionalised POEGMA brushes to 

capture oligonucleotides-coupled antigens of the Epstein–Barr virus (Fig. 19).
364

 This 

allowed the detection of antibodies expressed by patients infected by this virus directly from 

blood serum samples. Interestingly this approach also enabled the sensing surfaces to be 

regenerated by melting of the oligonucleotide constructs. Other neutral brushes such as 

PNIPAM were used in electrochemical immunosensors and allowed the detection of 

mesothelin, an ovarian and pancreatic cancer marker, down to 10 pg/mL.
365
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Figure 18. Example of POEGMA-based antibody micro-arrays (A) and their performance 

for the detection of analytes in buffer and serum (B and C). (Reproduced from 
276

 with 

permission from John Wiley and Sons). 

Development of brush-based label-free sensors for detection in serum and plasma. Making 

use of the exceptional protein resistance of some zwitterionic brushes, Jiang and co-workers 

designed sensing platforms based on PCBAA brushes and SPR detection. They showed clear 

detection of streptavidin, spiked into undiluted plasma,
323

 and found that the activated 

leukocyte cell adhesion molecule (ALCAM) could be detected down to 10 ng/mL 

concentrations in undiluted plasma, using PCBAA-coupled antibody assays.
247, 321

 Similarly, 

PHEMA and PCBAA brushes functionalised with antibodies were able to detect analytes 

from buffer.
366

 Protein resistance from food or plasma samples was preserved in the case of 

PCBAA brushes, making this type of brush a good candidate for biosensing directly from 

unprocessed samples.  Hence the excellent protein resistance of PCBAA brushes, even in 

undiluted plasma, can be exploited to directly detect relevant biomedical markers from 

undiluted samples. Similarly, poly(hydroxypropyl methacrylate) (PHPMA) brushes, which 

display no measurable non-specific binding from plasma via SPR even after antibody 
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coupling, allowed the sensing of a peptidoglycan antigen down to a concentration of 600 

ng/mL.
224

 In this latter case, a sandwich assay with a secondary antibody allowed 

amplification of the response of the detector. Interestingly, zwitterionic PMPC brushes were 

shown to allow the detection of C-reactive protein (which has a high binding affinity for 

phosphorylcholine residues), using a localised SPR sensor, without any further 

biofunctionalisation.
371

 

 

Figure 19. Functionalization of POEGMA brushes with biotinylated oligonucleotides, 

followed by the association of complementary oligonulceotides presenting antigens for 

markers of the Epstein–Barr virus (Reproduced from 
364

 with permission from Elsevier). 

3.3. Impact of coupling chemistry and brush architecture 

Impact of brush architecture. Independently from the affinity and specificity of an antibody 

or a biomacromolecule for an antigen, architectural features of brushes, in addition to brush 

chemistry and coupling strategy, have an impact on the limit of detection achievable and the 

dynamic range for detection. The architecture of the brush seems to be important to achieve a 

high detection range and low non-specific binding. Jiang and co-workers, following from 
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their work on simple PCBAA brushes, showed that a bi-layer architecture displaying a sparse 

PCBAA upper layer grown from a dense PCBAA brush had improved antibody coupling 

whilst ultra-low protein fouling from serum was preserved
324-325

 (Fig. 20). The brush 

synthesis conditions (in particular the solvent composition) were essential to achieve low 

non-specific binding whilst promoting high antibody coupling to the upper brush layer. Two 

strategies were directly compared: ATRP followed by partial deactivation with sodium azide 

and reinitiation, and photoiniferter-mediated polymerization followed by deactivation with a 

disulfide and reinitiation.
367

 The latter method was found to yield higher levels of antibody 

loading (c.a. 800 ng.cm
-2

) and antigen detection (c.a. 130 ng.cm
-2

), whilst retaining good anti-

fouling properties. Further studies of antigene sensing of such bi-layer platforms could show 

whether this architecture has indeed an impact on the limit of detection from serum or 

plasma. Another example of copolymer brush architecture, based on a first PMPC block 

followed by an upper PMA block, allowed some retention of non-specific protein resistance 

whilst increasing the level of selective protein loading.
368

 The size of the respective blocks 

was found to be particularly important to optimise the signal to noise ratio of selective protein 

anchoring compared to non-specific binding from plasma. Similarly, Ma et al. used 

POEGMA-b-PAA polymer brushes for antibody-based assays and the detection of a labelled 

antigen.
369

 It was found that the POEGMA block was sufficient to reduce non-specific 

protein adsorption and improve the detection of the antigen, even in the presence of 

fibrinogen (at concentrations up to 200 g/mL). 
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Figure 20. Schematic representation of the impact of polymer brush architecture on 

antibody loading (Reprinted with permission from.
325

 Copyright 2012 American Chemical 

Society). 

Choice of biofunctionalisation strategy. The methods used for bio-functionalization were 

also found to impact on the recognition of biomarkers. Direct immobilisation of antibodies 

and proteins on brushes with relatively short side-chains such as PHEMA was shown to have 

a detrimental effect on the activity of enzymes and the sensing of antigens.
355, 378-379

 This is 

perhaps a result of the combined effects of denaturation and the lack of accessibility to 

proteins when immobilised in dense non-swollen brushes. The choice of coupling strategy 

and the use of spacers such as PEG between the brush backbone and the coupled 

biomacromolecule have had a beneficial impact on the retention of antibody affinity,
314

 

giving limits of detection in the pM range.
355

 Similarly, direct brush biotinylation, rather than 

streptavidin coupling resulted in increased initial bio-functionalisation, but subsequently 

lower antibody and antigen capture, perhaps due to the saturation of biotin-binding 

pockets.
222

 Such phenomena, together with poor protein infiltration within brushes, were also 

reported for biotinylated PMA brushes.
370

 The effect of the PEG side chain length was more 

pronounced on antibody immobilisation than on subsequent antigen binding levels, perhaps 

as a result of hindered antigen diffusion through low-swelling brushes (compared to charged 

and zwitterionic brushes). A relatively wide dynamic range was observed via immuno-

fluorescence assay, with a limit of detection near 1 ng/mL, however, similar platforms 

showed a much lower limit of detection via label free SPR sensing (closer to 0.1-1 g/mL). It 

was also found that increasing PEG side-chain length improved the resistance of the coatings 

to non-specific binding. A related system, using Ni-NTA ligands and his-tag proteins as a 

coupling mechanism showed similar impact of brush chemistry on anti-fouling properties, but 
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also demonstrated that the high densities of Ni-NTA complexes in polymer brushes resulted 

in particularly stable protein immobilisation, perhaps due to fast rebinding.
51

 Other coupling 

strategies, such as the reaction of benzylguanine residues with AGT-fusion proteins,
327

 

enabling the oriented and selective coupling of proteins, using other tags available in protein 

engineering and purification could play an important role in the future development of 

polymer brushes for biosensing platforms. 

Polymer brushes also allow the immobilisation of several types of functional groups in the 

vicinity of the surface of a sensor and enable the systematic variation of the chemistry and 

composition of such coatings without altering the chemistry of the sensor substrate itself. 

Hess et al. developed graphene-based field effect transistors in which PAA-co-PDMAEMA 

brush provided a simple way of altering and controlling the graphene chemistry without 

introducing defects in the graphene structure.
372

 The acid groups of the PAA segments 

allowed the biofunctionalisation of the brush with acetylcholinesterase, whereas the 

PDMAEMA moieties provided basic residues able to modify the local charge density close to 

the graphene surface. Hence, in the presence of the neurotransmitter acetylcholine, the 

change in local pH triggered by the enzymatic reaction alters the charge density close to the 

graphene sheet, resulting in a shift of its Fermi level, detectable in a field effect transistor 

device. 

 

4. Polymer brush-based platforms for cell culture and regenerative medicine 

 The biofunctionalisation of implants and devices to alter interfaces between a material and 

surrounding cells or a tissue is an important element of design in bioengineering. Such 

biointerface should allow the control of behaviours such as cell recruitment, adhesion, 
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spreading, motility, matrix deposition, proliferation and differentiation. The 

biofunctionalisation of materials with extra-cellular matrix molecules or fragments, growth 

factors and drugs is essential and polymer brushes are particularly well suited to do so 

without altering the bulk properties of such materials. Similar strategies are also employed to 

design new generations of cell culture systems and cell-based assays. 

 

 

4.1. Biofunctional brushes for controlling cell-materials interfaces 

The importance of brush-based low-fouling coatings for cell culture and implant design. 

POEGMA brushes, which are typically protein and cell resistant, have been biofunctionalised 

in order to be used to coat titanium substrates for applications in implants such as hip and 

knee joint replacements, dental and cardiac pacemakers, as these require some level of 

integration with the surrounding bone to avoid implant failure Table 3).
310

 Shorter 

oligo(ethylene glycol) in POEGMA brushes were found to allow partial anti-fouling 

properties for only short periods of time but were still able to sustain cell spreading for longer 

term cultures.
380

 Similarly, sparse brushes allowed non-specific adsorption of fibronectin 

which resulted in cell spreading,
381-382

 and gradient PHEMA brushes allowed the control of 

cell spreading. More generally, peptide or protein adsorption and cell attachment occured 

preferentially at low grafting density, in the mushroom regime, whilst slight or no peptide 

attachment and cell adhesion were observed for denser brushes.
383-384

 Other low fouling 

brushes such as poly(glycerol monomethacrylate) similarly displayed cell resistance,
101

 but 

allowed cell spreading when copolymerized with PDMAEMA. The protein and cell anti-

fouling properties of polymer brushes such as PMEDSAH can be useful for the coating of 
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polycaprolactone to improve hemocompatibility,
385

 and metal stents, to avoid restenosis and 

thrombosis.
386

 Indeed, platelet adhesion and hemolysis were decreased on PMEDSAH coated 

stents. 
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Table 3. Polymer brushes used as cell culture platforms.
a,b

 

Brush Substrate Bio-functionalisation Cell type Assay Ref 

POEGMA TCPS 
Peptides: cRGDfK, 

cRADfK 
HeLa CA (1 day) 

387
 

POEGMA PET Peptide: REDV HUVEC, HASMC 
CA and P (2 -48 h) 

CV (2 days) 
388

 

POEGMA Gold Peptide: GRGDS MC3T3 fibroblasts CA (8 h) 
185

 

PAAm TCPS RGD-functional monomer L929 mouse fibroblasts CA and P (24 h) 
389

 

PHEMA Silicon Fibronectin MC3T3-E1 osteoblasts CA (1-2 days) 
381, 

390
 

PHEMA Silicon Fibronectin NIH-3T3 fibroblasts CA and P (8 h) 
382

 

PAA PET Collagen 
Human bladder smooth 

muscle cells 
CA and P (6 h) 

391
 

PDMAA-co-

PNAAPBA 
Glass Carbohydrate 

Murine hybridoma cells 

M2139 and Human myeloid 

leukemia cells KG1 

CA (1 h) 

CV and P (2-4 days) 

392-

393
 

POEGMA Titanium None 3T3 Fibroblast CA (4 h – 77 days ) 
380

 

POEGMA Titanium 
Protein fragment: FNIII7–

10 
hMSC CA, D (2 weeks) 

313
 

POEGMA 
Gold 

nanoparticle 
Vitronectin, fibronectin L02 and BEL-7402 cells CA (1 day) 

394
 

POEGMA Titanium Peptide: GFOGER MC3T3-E1 osteoblasts CA (2 weeks) 
286

 

POEGMA 
Gold 

nanoparticle 
Peptide: GRGDY L929 mouse fibroblasts CA and P (1 day – 5 days) 

395
 

PGAMA Titanium Peptide: GFOGER MC3T3-E1 osteoblasts CA (1 h) 
290

 

PGMA, TCPS None L929 mouse fibroblasts CA (1-24 h) 
101
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PDMAEMA 

POEGMA-co-

PHEMA 
Titanium Fibronectin, rhBMP-2 MC3T3 fibroblasts 

CA, P, D 

(1-7 day) 
310

 

PMPC Silicon None L929 mouse fibroblasts CA (20 h) 
261

 

PMA Gold Peptide: RGD MG63 Human osteoblasts CA and P (3 weeks) 
153

 

PMA, 

PDMAEMA 
Gold 

Mineralisation with 

calcium phosphate 
MC3T3-E1 preosteoblasts CV (1-3 days) 

396
 

POEGMA, 

PHEMA 

Glass 

slide 
Peptide: RGD HUVECs 

CA (4 h) 

P (4 h to 2 days) 
61

 

PMEDSAH TCPS None hESCs (BG01 and H9) CA and P (2 days) 
397

 

Chiral 

poly(amino acids) 
Silicon None 

Kidney fibroblast cells COS-

7 and mouse brain endothelial 

cells bEnd.3 

CA (1 h to 2 days) 
398

 

PGMA PCL Gelatin HUVECs CA, P (7 days) 
399

 

PGMA PCL Collagen 3T3 Fibroblast CA, P (48 h) 
104

 

PMAA PCL Collagen HUVECs CA, P (7days) 
307

 

POEGMA PCL Fibronectin hMSC CA (4 h) 
400

 

PNIPAM PCL Collagen 3T3 Fibroblast CA, P (48 h) 
105

 
a
Accronyms used: PET, poly(ethylene terephthalate); PDMA, poly (N,N-dimethylacrylamide); PNAAPBA, poly (N-acryloyl-m-phenylboronic 

acid); PGMA, poly(2-gluconamidoethyl methacrylate); PBMA, poly(n-butyl methacrylate); PCL, poly(-caprolactone); bFGF, basic fibroblast 

growth factor; VEGF, vascular endothelial growth factor; rhBMP-2, recombinant human bone morphogenetic protein 2; HUVEC, umbilical vein 

endothelial cells; HASMC , human aortic smooth muscle cells; hESC, human embryonic stem cells.
b
 abbreviations used: CA, cell adhesion; P, 

proliferation; CV, cell viability; D, differentiation.  
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Figure 21. hESC colonies cultured on PMEDSAH and expressing stem cell markers. 

(Reproduced from 
397

 with permission from Nature Publishing Group). 

Impact of brush chemistry. The brush chemistry itself has been shown to impact cell 

behaviour. In such systems, deposition of biomolecules from the medium is thought to be 

important for the observed bioactive properties. Non-functionalised PMEDSAH was shown 

to promote attachment and proliferation of undifferentiated human embryonic stem cells 

(hESC, see Fig. 21),
397

 despite its reported protein and cell resistance in other systems.
401

 It 

was reported that this coating was not fully protein resistant, which could perhaps account for 

the observed behaviour of stem cells.
204

 The absence of strong cell adhesion and spreading 

may be beneficial in the specific case of ESCs. Furthermore, UV exposure used for 

sterilisation of substrates may lead to the deterioration of anti-fouling properties, thus 

enabling sufficient adhesion of hESCs. The chirality of polymer brushes was also shown to 

trigger differential cell behaviours. This was illustrated by enantiomorphic surfaces that 

modulated cell spreading. Cells adhering at high densities formed cell-cell adhesions and 

generated large interconnected clusters on the L-films whilst nearly rounded cells in 

segregated stacks were observed on D-films.
398

 Topography was also shown to alter cell 

behaviour and had an impact on the cell resistance of POEGMA brushes. The long term 
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adhesion of human hepatocyte and human carcinoma cells was improved when the roughness 

of surfaces was modified using gold nanoparticles, compared to smooth controls.
394

 Selective 

cell adhesion has been obtained using moderately specific interactions, such as those 

mediated by boronate-containing brushes which can bind to glycoproteins on the surface of 

cell membranes.
392

 Cells were shown to detach from these surfaces on demand, when treated 

with fructose solutions. In addition, copolymers of N,N-dimethylacrylamide (DMAA) and N-

acryloyl-m-phenylboronic acid (NAAPPBA) were shown to distinguish between different 

cell lines,
392-393

 where complex formation between boronates and glycoproteins and 

glycolipids at the cell surface gave rise to stronger binding between PDMAA-co-

PNAAPPPBA brushes and murine hybridoma cells (M2139) than between these brushes and 

human myeloid leukaemia cells.  

Peptide-functionalised brushes for promoting cell adhesion and culture. Although some 

non-functionalised systems allow cell adhesion, spreading and culture, in the vast majority of 

cases neutral polymer brushes require functionalisation with adhesive peptides or proteins. 

For example, arginine-glycine-aspartic acid (RGD) and proline-histidine-serine-arginine-

asparagine (PHSRN) peptides, derived from the cell attachment domains of fibronectin,
61, 185, 

294, 389, 402-403
 and glycine-phenylalanine-hydroxyproline-glycine-glutamic acid-arginine 

(GFOGER) peptides derived from collagen,
60, 286, 290

 are all known to bind to integrin 

heterodimers and promote cell adhesion on brush coated surfaces. The GFOGER peptide has 

been used to promote cell adhesion and osteoblast differentiation, and arginine-glutamic acid-

aspartylvaline (REDV) was used to promote the adhesion and migration of endothelial 

cells.
388

 The density and spatial arrangement of these peptides in the brush affected cell 

adhesion. A vitronectin peptide was used to functionalise copolymer brushes of POEGMA 

and PHEMA and allow the long term culture of human induced pluripotent stem cells 
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(hiPSCs, see Fig. 22) in defined medium.
404

 The density of peptide was found to affect cell 

proliferation and colony formation. After 10 cell passages on such surfaces, hiPSCs retained 

the expression of important stem cell markers (Nanog, Oct-4 and Sox-2).  

 

Figure 22. hiPSC colonies cultured on POEGMA-co-PHEMA brushes functionalised with 

vitronectin peptides and cultures for 10 passages. (Reproduced from 
404

 with permission from 

Elsevier). 

Furthermore, the architecture of peptide-functionalised brushes was found to impact cell 

spreading. Higher peptide ligand densities achieved for RGD-functionalized POEGMA 

brushes with shorter side chains enabled the formation of focal adhesions and subsequent cell 

spreading.
61

 Focal adhesions were larger and more mature on PHEMA brushes compared to a 

brush with longer side chain, POEGMA. In addition human umbilical vein endothelial cells 

(HUVEC) remained responsive to flow and oriented when exposed to shear stress mimicking 

arterial blood flow. Adhesion of human aortic smooth muscle cells (HASMCs) and 

endothelial cells to REDV-functionalized brushes was investigated by Ji and co-workers.
388

 

The ratio and length of OEGMA moieties in the brush had a marked effect on the adhesion of 

HASMCs and to a lower extent on that of endothelial cells. This offers opportunities for 

selective cell adhesion and manipulation through tailored brush composition.  The spacer 
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length between the peptide and polymer chain was also found to alter the cellular response in 

the case of RGD ligands. When POEGMA brushes were functionalized with cyclic RGD 

peptides, longer oligo(ethylene glycol) spacers resulted in increased cell adhesion, with little 

contribution from proteins adsorbed due to non-specific binding.
387

 The position of the 

adhesive peptide within the brush (upper part vs. buried peptides) had a marked impact on 

cell spreading. It was observed that burying the peptide sequence within a PMAA brush 

resulted in decreased cell spreading, with vinculin staining only showing in the cytosol of the 

cell whilst peptides at the surface of the brush promoted cell spreading with defined focal 

adhesions.
153

 Surface roughness also played a role in modulating cell-specific interactions
395

 

and rough surfaces reduced cell adhesion and spreading on RGD-functionalized POEGMA 

brushes. Other chemical functions such as phosphate groups from 2-(methacryloyloxy)ethyl 

phosphate promoting calcification, have been introduced to improve biomineralization
405

 

(Fig. 23). It was found that MC3T3-E1 pre-osteoblast cells differentiated well to osteoblast 

lineages and that matrix mineralization was improved when RGD peptides and phosphate 

groups were both present. 

 

Figure 23. Cell response to PHEMA-co-MEP (A) and RGD-functionalized PHEMA-co-

MEP brushes (B), for different 2-(methacryloyloxy)ethyl phosphate (MEP) concentrations. 

(Reproduced from 
405

 with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry). 
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Brush coatings functionalised with protein fragments, proteins and growth factors for cell 

culture and regenerative medicine. Protein immobilization is particularly useful when peptide 

sequences mimicking specific natural biomacromolecules are not known or difficult to 

synthesise on a large scale. Hence, a wide variety of proteins and protein fragments have 

been coupled to polymer brushes. Garcia et al. functionalised POEGMA brushes with FNIII7-

10, a fibronectin fragment that was shown to promote cell adhesion and increase osteoblast 

differentiation.
60, 290, 313, 406-407

 Although the density of ligands achieved via the 

immobilisation of such fragments is lower than that of shorter peptide sequences (for 

examples, 6 pmol/cm
2
 for RGD peptides, vs 1 pmol/cm

2
 for recombinant FNIII7-10 

fragments), the higher specificity and binding affinity of protein fragments, especially in the 

case of multimeric molecules, make them more attractive for promoting cell adhesion and 

cell differentiation. Compared to the immobilisation of smaller peptides, this protein 

fragment approach often does not offer the same control of the coupling site and motif 

orientation, but this could potentially be achieved using tagged fragments. Garcia and co-

workers utilised such a protein fragment strategy for the implantation of titanium rods in vivo 

and observed that the osseointegration of implants coated with such brushes was improved, 

illustrating their potential for bone repair (Fig. 24).
312-313
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Figure 24. Osseointegration of titanium implants coated with POEGMA brushes and 

POEGMA brushes functionalised with an RGD peptide or a FNIII7-10 fibronectin fragment. 

(Reproduced from 
312

 with permission from Elsevier). 

Full length extra-cellular matrix proteins have also been coupled to polymer brushes. 

Collagen was coupled to PAA brushes grafted from poly(ethylene terephthalate) in order to 

allow the expansion of human smooth muscle cells on these otherwise relatively bioinert 

polymer coatings.
391

 However, simple incubation of these substrates in culture medium 

supplemented with serum resulted in efficient cell adhesion, suggesting that protein 

deposition from the medium was sufficient to promote cell anchorage. Gelatin and collagen 

were directly coupled to PGMA and PMAA brushes to promote cell adhesion to 

poly(caprolactone),
104, 307, 399

 allowing for improved cell spreading and proliferation. 

POEGMA brushes functionalized with fibronectin were used to decouple the nano- and 

micro-topographical cues of poly(caprolactone) substrates, which altered human 

mesenchymal stem cell behaviour.
400

 Similarly, collagen was immobilised to PNIPAM 

brushes grown from poly(caprolactone) substrates.
105

 

Growth factors are essential components of the cell micro-environment and important cues 

controlling cell motility, proliferation and differentiation. Their role is sometimes associated 

with matrix adhesion and strategies have been developed to couple them to brushes, either 
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covalently or using weak electrostatic interactions. For example, fibronectin and recombinant 

human bone morphogenetic protein-2 (rhBMP-2) were covalently immobilised onto low 

density P(OEGMA-r-HEMA) copolymer brush surfaces.
310

 This induced the adhesion of 

mouse pre-osteoblast cells MC3T3 on titanium surfaces and enhanced cell differentiation 

compared to pristine Ti surface, at similar cell proliferation rates. These results highlight the 

potential of brush coatings for the generation of Ti-based biomedical devices with 

bioadhesive and osteogenic properties.  

Charged glycosaminoglycans such as heparin can bind growth factors via electrostatic 

interactions. Polystyrene sulfonate brushes were used to mimic such interactions with basic 

fibroblast growth factor (bFGF) and vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), two factors 

that stimulate cell adhesion, proliferation and migration, wound healing (for the former) and 

angiogenesis (for the latter). PSS-co-POEGMA copolymer brushes were found to bind and 

protect these growth factors, with good retention of bioactivity.
408

 Hence patterned surfaces 

based on these brushes enabled mimicking ECM binding of these growth factors and could be 

used and exploited further to probe and control cell behaviour.  

 

4.2. Polymer brushes for drug and gene delivery 

Brush coatings are promising vectors and carriers for gene and drug delivery.
409-412

 The 

delivery of plasmids into various types of cells can be achieved, whilst ensuring low 

cytotoxicity, using cationic polymeric vectors such as the gold standard polyethylenimine 

(PEI) or those obtained by controlled radical polymerizations. Such cationic materials 

constitute interesting alternatives to viral vectors.
413-415

 Polymer brushes allow the design and 

coating of a variety of nanoparticles such as nanodiamond, gold, magnetic and silica 
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nanoparticles, with well-defined core-shell architecture and chemistry and hence are of high 

interest as vectors and carriers for gene and drug delivery.
409-412

 Cationic polymer brushes 

such as PDMAEMA have the ability to condense DNA and enable cell uptake of 

nanodiamond-PDMAEMA vectors, whilst protecting DNA from enzyme degradation (Fig. 

25).
416

 Hence nano-particles decorated with PDMAEMA brushes have been used for pDNA 

and siRNA delivery.
416-418

 Compared to branched PEI, these vectors were reported to perform 

better and to be less toxic to cells. The transfection of hard-to-transfect cells, including 

differentiated cells and human primary T lymphocytes was also reported and it was proposed 

that the core shell architecture was key to such performance.
419

 In addition, the core-shell 

approach allows the use of cores with diagnostic ability (e.g. MRI or fluorescence), making 

brush-decorated particles useful to the field of theranostics. Protein resistant brushes have 

also been used as protective coatings for the stabilisation of superparamagnetic particles for 

MRI imaging.
420

 An interesting feature of polymer brush-functionalised nanoparticles is that 

the chemistry of the core and its shape can be varied independently from the chemistry of the 

brush. Hence gold nanorods decorated with PDMAEMA brushes were also reported to give 

rise to high transfection efficiencies in COS7 and HepG2 cells.
421

 

 

Figure 25. Evaluation of the transfection efficiency using PDMAEMA-coated 

nanodiamond.  (Reproduced from 
416

 with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry). 
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Gold nanoparticles have been functionalized with PEG to allow reversible drug adsorption 

and photodynamic therapy of cancer.
422

 They displayed good biocompatibility in vitro and in 

vivo, and their cellular internalisation correlated well with their surface chemistry and size.
423

 

The integration of receptor-specific targeting ligand to the design of such carriers could 

further improve their potential. Thermal and pH sensitive polymer brush coatings are also 

used for delivery of drugs as they allow reversible entrapment and release, and consequently 

enable on-demand delivery.
331, 424-426

 The excellent protein resistance of polymer brushes may 

also be used to control the pharmacokinetics of particles
427

 in drug delivery or imaging 

applications, in particular if combined with targeting strategies. For example, lanthanide 

doped nanoparticles with a POEGMA shell functionalised with Con A were used for 

targeting and fluorescence imaging of cancer cells in vitro and tumours in vivo.
428

  

Although the potential of polymer brushes has not been extensively investigated in drug 

delivery, perhaps due to the fact that thin brushes do not allow high density of drug 

immobilisation or controlled long term release, these coatings may still find application in 

this field. Potentially, brushes could be combined with hollow cores such as carbon 

nanotubes
429-430

 or other porous structures used for drug delivery applications, to modify their 

surface properties and drug release profile. Polymer brush decorated nano-capsules, for 

example, have been shown to alter the release kinetic of doxorubicin.
431

 

 

4.3. Responsive brushes for controlled cell adhesion and detachment 

Switchable surfaces enabling reversible cell-adhesion are attractive for tissue engineering 

applications as they allow the generation of epithelial cell sheets that can be detached without 

requiring the use of digestive enzymes.
432-433

 Cell sheet engineering uses a scaffold-free 
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technology
434

 and has been successfully used in clinical applications such as in the treatment 

of patients with severe disorders of the cornea,
435-436

 to capture lymphocytes,
437

 for 

periodontal regeneration,
438

 impaired myocardium repair
439

 and the treatment of oesophageal 

ulcerations in a canine model.
440

 

General considerations for the design of brush-based responsive substrates for cell and 

cell sheet harvesting. Thermo-responsive polymer brushes are particularly well suited for 

such platforms as they enable the control of spatial features and display tunable LCST 

transitions at physiologically relevant temperatures (Table 4). In addition, other energy-based 

stimuli such as light, electric fields and magnetic fields can potentially be used to control cell 

adhesion and detachment from these bio-interfaces.
17, 441

 Detachment of cultured cell layers 

from thermo-responsive polymer brushes such as PNIPAM,
296, 442

 poly(2-alkyl-oxazolines)
443

 

and various copolymers such as PNIPAM-co-PMEDSAH,
444

 PNIPAM-co-poly(N-tert-

butylacrylamide),
445

 PNIPAM-co-POEGMA
446-447

 and POEGMA-co-PDEGMA
155, 448

 have 

been particularly successful. Polymer brushes are advantageous over bulk matrices as the 

latter give incomplete and slow detachment of adhered cells. The development of switchable 

coatings requires the maximisation of cell proliferation whilst still allowing effective 

detachment without cell death or destruction of the cell sheet. The key advantage of thermo-

responsive platforms for cell sheet engineering is that they do not require digestion with 

enzymes that may harm and dissociate cells, but provide a mild method of detaching fully 

cohesive cell sheets of relatively large size. The degree of brush swelling at the LCST, the 

rate at which this swelling occurs, its reversibility and the number of cycles a switchable 

surface can sustain are all important factors to be considered for the function and application 

of these stimuli-responsive matrices.  
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Figure 26. Quality of cell sheets generated from PNIPAM brushes of varying grafting 

densities and thicknesses. CTA, chain transfer agent used during brush growth; N.D., not 

detached. (Reprinted with permission from.
449

 Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society). 
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Table 4. Thermoresponsive brushes utilised for single cells and cell sheet recovery.
a, b

 

Brush Substrate Cell type 
Single cell / cell 

sheet 
LCST Assay Ref 

PNIPAM 

TCPS / 

Glass 

coverslip 

Bovine carotid artery 

endothelial cells 
Cell sheet 32°C CA, CD 

450
 

PNIPAM TCPS  BAEC Cell sheet - CA, CD 
451-

452
 

PNIPAM 

Gold-

coated glass 

slide 

NIH 3T3 fibroblasts Single cell 32°C CA, CD 
209

 

PNIPAM Glass BAEC Cell sheet 32°C CA, CD 
449

 

PNIPAM Silicon 
NIH 3T3 fibroblasts, 

BAEC 
Single cell 32°C CA, CD 

453
 

PNIPAM 
Glass 

coverslip 

Bovine carotid artery 

endothelial cells 
Cell sheet 25°C CA, CD 

454
 

PNIPAM Silicon 
Human hepatoma cell line 

(HepG2) 
Single cell “32°C” CA, CD 

455
 

PNIPAM Silicon 3T3 fibroblasts Single cell 32°C CA, CD 
456

 

PTEGMA 
Silicon/glas

s wafer 
Human fibroblasts Cell sheet 23°C CA, CD 

457
 

PNIPAM-co-

PAA 
TCPS HepG2, L929 fibroblasts Single cell 32°C CA, CD 

458
 

PNIPAM-b-PAA Silicon HepG2 Single cell - CA, CD 
459

 

PNIPAM TCPS Myoblasts/cardiomyocytes Cell sheet - CA, CD 
439, 

460
 

PNIPAM PS 
Bovine carotid artery 

endothelial cells 
Cell sheet 32°C CA, CD 

442
 

PNIPAM TCPS Oral mucosal epithelial Cell sheet 32°C CA, CD 
440
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cells 

PNIPAM PS 
Epithelial cells, 

hepatocytes 
Single cell 

32°C 

(deionised 

water), 

25°C (PBS) 

CA, CD, 

P 
461

 

PDEGMA-co-

POEGMA 
Glass slide L929 Mouse fibroblasts Single cell 34°C CA 

462
 

PNIPAM Glass Smooth muscle cells Cell sheet 32°C 
CA, CD, 

P 
463

 

PNIPAM, 

PNIPAM-co-

PAPTAC, 

PAPTAC-co-

PBAAM 

Polystyrene 

beads 

Chinese hamster ovary 

(CHO-K1) cells 
Single cell 32°C 

CA, CD, 

P, CV 

464-

465
 

PNIPAM-co-

PMEDSAH 
Glass NIH 3T3 fibroblast cells Single cell - CA, CD 

444
 

PNIPAM-co-

POEGMA 
Gold 

Fibroblasts, 

human osteosarcoma cells 
Single cell 36°C CA, CD 

447
 

PNIPAM-

POEGMA 
Silicon 3T3-Swiss albino Single cell 32°C 

CA, CD, 

P 
446

 

PNIPAM-b-PS Silicon LL929 fibroblasts Single cell 32°C CA, CD 
466

 

PNIPAM, 

PNIPAM-co-

PBAAM 

Parylene C 

surface 
Human skin fibroblast Single cell 22-29°C CA, CD 

445
 

a 
Accronyms used: PAPTAC, Poly(3-acrylamidopropyl  trimethylammonium chloride); PBAAM, Poly(N-tert-butylacrylamide); TCPS, tissue 

culture polystyrene; BAEC, bovine aortic endothelial cell.
 b

 abbreviations used: CA, cell adhesion; CD, cell detachment; P, proliferation; CV, 

cell viability.  
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A general method used for the detachment of cells and cell sheets from thermoresponsive 

brushes consists in culturing cells at high density (confluency or just sub-confluency) in a 

tissue culture dish grafted with the thermoresponsive polymer of interest.
17, 451, 454, 467

 The 

temperature of the culture is then decreased by exchanging the medium to medium at a 

temperature below the LCST of the brush (usually c.a. 20°C for PNIPAM or below 18°C for 

poly(triethylene glycol monoethyl ether methacrylate) (PTEGMA)) and incubating the cells 

at that temperature until cells have detached.
457, 468-469

 Hence, compared to other more 

invasive methods such as mechanical scraping or enzymatic digestion, which give rise to 

separation of the cells and poor integrity of the cell sheet, detachment from thermoresponsive 

substrates is particularly mild.
452

 A membrane such as poly(vinylidene difluoride) (PVDF), 

chitin or gelatin is overlaid over the confluent cell sheet in the dish, to prevent cell sheets 

from shrinking or folding after detachment. The membrane supporting the cell sheet is then 

transferred to a new dish or tissue to be treated.
444, 468-471

 

Mechanism of cell detachment and parameters affecting the performance of the coatings. 

Differences between cell sheet and single cell detachment have been observed on polymer 

brushes. With single cells, it has been reported that detachment can be obtained even with 

short PNIPAM brushes or at low grafting density. This was not possible with cell sheets, 

which only exhibited enhanced rate of detachment with higher grafting density and longer 

chain length (Fig. 26).
449

 This has to be balanced by the longer incubation times required for 

initial cell adhesion, when raising the molecular weight and chain density of brushes. Lopez 

and co-workers proposed to use nanopatterned PNIPAM brushes to enable efficient cell 

detachment at low temperature, whilst enabling fast initial cell adhesion.
453

 Contractile forces 

exerted at cell-cell junctions in cell sheets, however, can result in accelerated rates of 

detachment from the surface when compared to single cells. In addition, grafted layers also 
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required longer incubation times to enable cell proliferation to reach a confluent 

monolayer.
449

 Such differences in behaviour between single cell and cell sheet harvesting 

could be explained by the mechanism of cell detachment. This mechanism was proposed to 

occur via first a passive step, during which hydration of the polymer chains occurs, followed 

by an active step during which cells undergo changes in shape and cytoskeleton organisation, 

with associated changes in cell-matrix and cell-cell traction forces, together with altered 

metabolic activity requiring ATP consumption.
433, 461, 470, 472

 In addition, examination of the 

generated cell sheet showed that although fibronectin, laminin and collagen remain associated 

with the cell sheet, some collagen may remain linked to the brush surface. This was 

confirmed by Tof-SIMS showing amino acids present on the PNIPAM surface after cell lift-

off.
451

 However, full desorption of extra-cellular matrix proteins from the brush does not 

seem to be required to promote cell detachment and sheet harvesting. Bureau and co-workers 

showed that micropatterned single cells (adhering to ECM protein patches defined by patterns 

of PNIPAM brushes) detached upon lowering the temperature below the LCST, although 

they could still adhere to areas not protected by brushes.
473

 Similarly, cell sheets adhering to 

micropatterned stripes of PNIPAM brushes detached below LCST.
463

 Different shrinking 

rates were observed parallel and perpendicular to the orientation of the pattern, presumably as 

a result of cell orientation within the sheet. Hence simple brush swelling, and potentially 

changes in its interaction with the cell membrane, may be sufficient to account for cell 

detachment from thermo-responsive polymers. Recent AFM measurements highlighted the 

importance of fast changes in polymer conformation and hydration to maximise cell 

detachment.
474

  

PNIPAM- and PDEGMA-based brushes for cell and cell sheet harvesting. PNIPAM has 

been the most extensively studied brush for thermally controlled cell detachment and cell 
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sheet generation,
466-469

 and it has been applied to a wide range of cell types, including 

fibroblasts, epidermal cells, chondrocytes, aortic endothelial cells, muscle cells, kidney cells, 

cardiac myocytes and hepatocytes.  PNIPAM has been shown to display some protein 

resistance below its LCST, especially at high grafting densities. Above this transition protein 

adsorption and cell adhesions are promoted,
209-210

 hence enabling the use of PNIPAM brushes 

as thermoresponsive tissue culture substrates, especially considering their good bio-

compatibility and apparent lack of toxicity (some reports of cytotoxicity exist, perhaps due to 

the presence of unreacted monomers).
475

 A variety of copolymers of PNIPAM have also been 

generated, with controlled LCST between 20°C and 42°C 
445-447, 476-477

 and found application 

for selective cell detachment.
444, 478

 Copolymers of PNIPAM with 2-lactobionamidoethyl 

methacrylate (LAMA) were able to bind hepatocytes above the LCST and released them only 

on brushes where LAMA monomers were presented as a top layer of the co-polymer. 
479-480

 

Oligo(ethylene glycol)-based copolymer brushes have also attracted some attention for 

controlling cell adhesion as they are biocompatible and their LCST can be controlled over a 

relatively wide range of temperatures.
155, 172, 481-483

 In particular, it was reported that PNIPAM 

experiences hysteresis during the heating and cooling process, whilst POEGMA copolymers 

did not show such phenomena and therefore allow to predict the temperature at which cells 

would detach more precisely.
172

 It was found that cell adhesion to these surfaces initially 

required more surface conditioning than for PNIPAM brushes (e.g. pre-incubation with cell 

culture medium) and that cells spreading on such copolymer brushes upregulated fibronectin 

production, perhaps to further remodel the brush-cell interface.
484

 PTEGMA also showed 

good thermoresponsive properties for cell detachment applications and provided a better 

control over the exact position of the LCST, as it is less sensitive to the monomer 

composition in the starting mixture.
457
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Impact of the underlying substrate. Successful grafting of the various thermoresponsive 

polymer brushes discussed above was achieved on a variety of solid substrates such as tissue 

culture polystyrene,
450

 glass coverslips,
296, 456, 474

 gold,
209

 silicon,
455, 459

 poly(dimethyl 

siloxane)
485

 and titanium.
486

 The chemistry of the underlying substrates on which the polymer 

brushes were tethered also played a role in facilitating cell adhesion/detachment and hence 

the reversibility of these processes. Variations in the hydrophobicity and hydrophilicity of 

these substrates induced changes in primary protein adsorption, an effect that seemed more 

pronounced at low brush grafting density.
151, 209

 Hydrophobic surfaces such as PS enhanced 

the dehydration of the polymer chains, depending on the grafting density, which in turn 

influenced the surface chain mobility and protein adsorption.
450

 Similarly, the work of 

Wischerhoff et al. on charged polyelectrolyte multi-layers functionalized with an ATRP 

macro-initiator highlighted the importance of the morphology of the macro-initiator layer 

deposited on the thickness of the brush subsequently grown from it. This was found to be 

important to promote sufficient cell adhesion above the LCST of the polymer (in this case 

POEGMA-co-PDEGMA) and cell detachment below this transition (Fig. 27).
448, 462

 Aside 

from substrate interactions, the thickness of brushes, grafting density and position of cell 

adhesive sites within the brush
471

 were reported to impact on cell detachment.
168, 442, 455, 464, 474

 

This is perhaps a result of greater osmotic pressure in the swollen state.
471

  Investigation of 

ultra-thin PNIPAM brushes showed differences in surface morphology, hydration and protein 

adsorption compared to dense and thick brushes.
454

 Consequently, the density of brushes 

should be carefully chosen depending on the application of the surfaces of interest (single cell 

or cell sheets) and the type of substrates required. Terminal functionalisation of brushes has 

also been reported to influence cell adhesion and detachment from thermoresponsive 

brushes.
487

  Overall, brushes and underlying substrates favouring ternary protein adsorption 

over primary adsorption performed better for efficient cell attachment and detachment. 
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However, this behaviour depended on the specific protein (promoting cell anchorage) being 

adsorbed prior to cell adhesion and in particular how temperature modulated protein-brush 

interactions.
456

 

 

Figure 27. Cell adhesion and detachment from POEGMA-co-PDEGMA brushes 

(Reproduced from 
448

 with permission from John Wiley and Sons). 

Brush functionalisation. Another strategy to control cell adhesion and detachment without 

requiring the control of protein-brush interactions consisted in the conjugation of responsive 

brushes with cell adhesive peptide sequences (such as RGD).
433, 459

 Providing the peptide is 

located at or close to the brush surface, this strategy allowed cell adhesion in serum-free 

conditions. The brush was shown to be collapsed above the LCST exposing the hydrophilic 

peptides and facilitating cell adhesion, while below the LCST the hydrated polymer brushes 

swelled and shielded the peptide from integrin access, causing disruption to cell anchorage to 

the surface and detachment.
459

 Finally phenylboronic acid-based brushes have been used to 

capture cells expressing highly glycosylated membrane proteins.
488

 The use of nanotextured  

substrates (silicon nanowires) enhanced such capture and glucose was used to induce cell 

release. This provided a simple method for cell purification. 
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4.4. Patterned brushes for controlling the cell micro-environment 

Factors affecting cellular processes in the cell microenvironment are not efficiently 

captured under classic culture conditions and therefore give rise to artefacts and 

irreproducibility. This is because cells encounter a homogeneous adhesion substrate that is 

flat, rigid and vast, and thus does not represent the characteristics of the in vivo 

microenvironment. Micro-engineering techniques, however, allow sub-cellular scale 

manipulation of the chemical properties of cell culture substrates.
489

 Engineered 

micropatterns offer a micron-scale, complex and dynamic microenvironments for individual 

cells or multi-cellular assemblies, as the fabrication of culture substrates with microscopic 

features provides defined cell adhesion and bio-functional geometry. These platforms allow 

the reconstitution of more complex microenvironments allowing the design of assays to probe 

cellular mechanisms or the testing of drugs, and the systematic quantification of the 

expression of markers and their localisation.
489-490
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Table 5. Polymer brushes for cell patterning applications.  

Brush Patterning Substrate Initiator Cell type Assay Ref 

PMEDSAH Photoresist AZ-5214 Silicon ATRP - silane 
3T3 

fibroblasts 

Long term (29 days) 

pattern stability 
491

 

PMEDSAH 
Deep-UV 

photopatterning 
Glass ATRP-silane 

MC3T3-E1 

osteoblasts 

Long term (21 days) 

mRNA levels (p53, 

Ki67, H4) 

492
 

PMPC 
Deep-UV 

photopatterning 
Silicon ATRP-silane 

L929 mouse 

fibroblasts 
Short term (1 day) 

261
 

POEGMA -Contact Printing Gold ATRP-thiol 
3T3 

fibroblasts 

Long term (28 days) 

pattern stability 
219

 

POEGMA -Contact Printing 
Gold 

Glass 

ATRP-thiol, 

silane, 

macroinitiator 

Epidermal 

stem cells 

Medium term (7 days) 

pattern stability and 

Cell polarisation 

223
 

POEGMA Photopatterning PE 
Isopropyl 

thioxanthone 
MG63 Live/dead assay 

493
 

POEGMA 
Photoresist NR9-

1500PY 

Silicon 

PS, 

PMMA, 

PET, PE 

ATRP-silane 

PVBC, P2-

CEMA 

human 

umbilical vein 

endothelial 

cells 

Short term (12 h) 
100

 

POEGMA 
Macroinitiator 

dewetting 
PS 

ATRP-

macroinitiator 

L929 mouse 

fibroblasts 
Short term (1 day) 

494
 

POEGMA -Contact Printing 

Gold-

coated 

glass  

ATRP-thiol 
Epidermal 

stem cells 

Cell differentiation 

Mechano-transduction 

mechanism 

495-

496
 

POEGMA -Contact Printing 

Gold-

coated 

glass  

ATRP-thiol 
Epidermal 

stem cells 

Multi-cellular clusters 

Micro-epidermis 

formation 

497
 

POEGMA- -Contact Printing Gold- ATRP-thiol hNEC Cell viability 
498
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biofunctionalized coated 

glass  

HUVEC Long term (31 days) 

PNIPAM 
Deep-UV 

photopatterning 
Glass 

APTES then 

BMPB 

Mouse 

embryonic 

fibroblasts 

Single cell spreading 

f-actin organisation 

detachment 

473
 

PHEMA-

biofunctionalised 
Reactive Ion Etching Silicon 

APTMS then 

BiBB 

MC3T3-E1 

osteoblasts 
Cell spreading 

499
 

PMAA (RGD-

functionalised) 

Photopatterned 

gradient brushes 
Silicon 

Iniferter 

photoinitiator 

(SBDC) 

3T3 

fibroblasts 

Gradient cell culture 

(cell density assay) 
500

 

PAA Photoresist LOR 5A Silicon ATRP-silane 
2H3 RBL 

mast cells 

Cell spreading 

Mechanism of adesion 
501

 

PMETAC Photoresist LOR 5A Silicon ATRP-silane 

Rat 

Hippocampus 

Neuronal cells 

Cell adhesion 

Neurite length 
502

 

POEGMA-co-

PMETAC 
Photoresist S1813 Silicon ATRP-silane 

Mouse 

Hippocampal 

Neuronal Cell 

Cell density 

Viability 

Neurite length 

503
 

POEGMA 

PMEDSAH 

PMETAC 

PSPMA 

-Contact Printing 
Gold 

coated glass  
ATRP-thiol 

Epidermal 

stem cells 

Cell viability 

Patterning efficiency 

Differentiation 

FA formation 

204
 

PMAA, 

PMEDSAH, 

PSPMA 

Deep-UV 

photopatterning 

Silicon, 

glass 
ATRP-silane hMSC Short term (1-4 days) 

504
 

a
Accronyms used: PET, poly(ethylene terephthalate); PE, poly(ethylene); PVBC, poly(vinylbenzyl chloride); P2-CEMA, poly(2-chloroethly 

methacrylate); hNEC, human neuroepithelial cells; HUVEC, umbilical vein endothelial cells; APTES, 3-aminopropyl triethoxy silane; BMPB, 
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2-bromo-2-methylpropionyl bromide; APTMS, 3-aminopropyl trimethoxy silane ; BiBB, 2-bromoisobutyryl bromide; SBDC, N,N-

(diethylaminodithiocarbamoylbenzyl(tri-methoxy)silane); FA, focal adhesion; hMSC, human mesenchymal stem cells.  
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Strategies developed for the micropatterning of polymer brushes for cell patterning and 

culture. A range of methods have been used to achieve micropatterning of polymer brushes 

(Table 5). A straight forward approach consist in using conventional photolithography to 

deposit the ATRP initiators (3-(2-bromo-2-methyl)propionyloxy)propyltrichlorosilane or (3-

(chlorodimethylsilyl)propyl 2-bromo-2-methylpropionate) in between areas protected by a 

photoresist (Fig. 28).
491, 501

 After removal of the photo resist and subsequent surface initiated 

ATRP, polymer brush patterns with micron-size resolution were obtained. Although this 

method generated clean patterns on silicon oxide and glass (and potentially other substrates 

compatible with photolithography procedures), it required multiple patterning steps. 

Patterning of gold substrates (including ultra-thin gold coatings on transparent glass slides) 

using micro-contact printing of a thiol initiator monolayer proved to be an excellent 

alternative: the clean and fast patterning of thiol molecules onto gold substrates allowed the 

generation of large numbers of patterned substrates required for biological experiments.
505

 

Hence POEGMA brushes have been patterned on gold substrates with excellent 

reproducibility and control of micron-size features.
219, 223

 Although AFM imaging showed 

that the edge contrast of such gold-patterned brushes was sharp, it was found that thick 

brushes (100 nm) lead to poor protein adhesion and cell patterning.
223

 This was perhaps a 

result of some polymer chains being initiated from the non-printed areas. This problem was 

not observed for thinner coatings (20 nm) and, given the excellent protein resistance of 

POEGMA brushes of this height, these were favoured for high quality cell patterning. Micro-

contact printing has also been reported on a variety of other substrates, including the 

deposition of silanes onto silicon and glass substrates.
506

 However the poorer contrast 

associated with the patterning of these molecules resulted in graded edges and poor protein 

and cell adhesion, presumably owing to initiator diffusion away from the areas of contact 

between the stamp and the substrate.
223

 To reduce such effects, a polyelectrolyte macro-
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initiator was printed instead of a silane initiator. This improved the profile of the patterned 

brush, protein adsorption and cell adhesion, but required fresh stamps to be generated 

regularly as the plasma treatment used to improve the hydrophilicity of the stamp typically 

damaged it after a few rounds of printing. 

 

Figure 28. Patterning of polymer brushes using photolithography. (Reprinted with 

permission from.
501

 Copyright 2011 American Chemical Society). 

Other works have used direct photo-patterning to control brush growth at the micron-scale. 

This offers the advantage of being compatible with a wider range of substrates, whilst 

potentially retaining good control of the pattern resolution and not requiring photoresist-base 

lithography prior to brush growth. Li et al. used the adsorption of isopropyl thioxanthone onto 

plastic substrates to generate photo-initiating sites for polymer brush growth.
493

 They showed 

that this resulted in cell patterning to the un-exposed areas. Deep-UV curing was also used to 

directly etch initiator mono-layers deposited on glass or silicon substrates.
261, 492

 This offers 

the advantage of avoiding diffusion of initiator molecules in the patterning step, although 

incomplete etching may result in a loss of pattern contrast. In addition, large area patterning 

and the use of a wider range of substrates, including flexible polymers should be possible 
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using this method. A similar approach consists in deep-UV curing the polymer brush coating 

itself. Hence Ahmad et al. found that irradiation of polymer brushes at 244 nm induced 

progressive etching of the exposed brush.
317

 This correlated with an increase in protein 

adsorption, presumably because of chemical modification of the remaining brush (however 

the loss in brush height was not sufficient to expose the underlying surface). A similar 

strategy was used by Mandal et al. to etch PNIPAM brushes (this time fully exposing the 

underlying substrate) before protein deposition and cell seeding.
473

 It was also found that 

local heating of a PNIPAM brush with a laser (wavelength 461 or 588 nm) was sufficient to 

induce the collapse of the coating and adsorption of proteins, resulting in easily 

programmable multi-functional protein patterns.
507

 Alternatively, Hucknall et al. used 

reactive ion etching to degrade POEGMA brushes, but this required the use of a photoresist 

as a mask.
100

 Yang and co-workers similarly used reactive ion etching, combined with 

colloidal lithography, to degrade PHEMA brushes.
508

 Li et al. used reactive ion etching to 

pattern the initiator monolayer at the nanoscale, before brush growth.
499

 

Photo-patterning was also used to directly control the initiation and brush growth of PMAA 

brushes.
500

 In this case, a self-assembled monolayer of the photoiniferter N,N-(diethylamino 

dithiocarbamoylbenzyl(tri-methoxy)silane) was used to functionalise the substrate and 

patterning was achieving by varying the exposure time across the sample, therefore achieving 

a gradient brush. Alternatively, visible light was used to cleave polymer brushes from their 

substrates if a photo-labile initiator is used.
509

 This allowed multi-component protein 

patterning, but also potentially the direct writing of patterns during cell culture. Interestingly, 

recent development in photo-controlled ATRP, using an iridium complex (fac-[Ir(2-

pyridylphenyl)3]), have been used to control the patterning of polymer brushes and the 

generation of gradient brushes.
510-511

 In this system, visible light is used to activate the 
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iridium complex and the redox ATRP process, hence enabling the reaction to start and stop 

depending on the illumination of a sample. Such photo-controlled SI-ATRP should be well 

suited for cell patterning studies. Finally, another approach has exploited the dewetting of 

macroinitiator molecules to generate micro-patterned areas that support the growth of 

POEGMA brushes. The resulting substrates allow control over protein localisation on the 

exposed substrates and guidance of fibroblasts adhesion inside the dewetted areas.
494

 This 

substrate-independent method offers the advantage of being scalable and low cost, although it 

does not control the geometry of the patterns generated. 

The impact of brush chemistry on cell patterning. Aside from patterning methodology, the 

brush chemistry is also an important aspect of the design of a cell pattern assay. The high 

protein resistance of POEGMA, its chemical stability during storage and cell culture have 

made it particularly attractive for simple assays where the control of single cell spreading, 

cell shape or cell cluster size and geometry are of interest.
219, 223

 POEGMA brushes allow the 

simple deposition of extra-cellular matrix (ECM) proteins such as collagen, laminin and 

fibronectin, directly from solution, just prior to cell seeding, hence ensuring the deposition of 

high quality, freshly prepared protein patterns for fast cell adhesion. This is particularly 

important for the development of assays based on stem cells that initiate differentiation when 

remaining in suspension for too long prior to adhesion. Hence the robustness of brush-based 

micropatterns offers interesting advantages compared to direct micro-contact printing of 

ECM proteins. Other neutral polymers have similarly been used for protein and cell 

patterning. For example, PHEMA brush gradients have been used to control cell spreading 

and guide cell motility.
512

 The stability of zwitterionic PMEDSAH brushes was also 

compared with that of POEGMA brushes. Choi and co-workers found that the cell-resistance 

of PMEDSAH was preserved up to 19 days, despite prior partial degradation of the brush 
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coating.
491

 Proliferative patterned cell cultures (3T3 fibroblasts) were not found to invade 

non-adhesive PMEDSAH areas until day 19, whereas POEGMA fully restricted cell 

spreading only until day 4, a difference that may be ascribed to the increased hydrophilicity 

of PMEDSAH brushes, despite similar or even slightly inferior protein resistance.
204

 

However, this behaviour is likely to be substrate, cell type and density-dependent as human 

primary keratinocytes remained constrained on POEGMA micropatterns until at least 7 days 

(last time point).
223

 Hence for shorter studies, the patterning efficiency of PMEDSAH and 

POEGMA brushes was almost identical and the response of keratinocytes to changes of 

adhesion geometry was not altered.
204

 Other neutral brushes, such as the zwitterionic 

PMPC
261

 also showed protein and cell resistance that makes them suitable for cell patterning. 

Finally, neutral thermosensitive brushes such as PNIPAM can also be used for cell 

patterning, providing their density is sufficiently high (protein resistance to such brushes is 

density dependent),
473

 and it was found that single cells (mouse embryonic fibroblasts) could 

adhere and spread well to PNIPAM patterns above the LCST of this polymer. Upon 

decreasing the temperature of the culture below the LCST (20-30
o
C), cell detachment was 

observed only in patterns in which the cell membrane was overlapping with brush-coated 

areas (e.g. for cells spreading on adhesive rings with brush also grown in the centre of the 

pattern). The authors proposed that this was a result of a net repulsive force generated on the 

cell membrane by the brush swelling below its LCST.  However, work carried out with 

Streptococcus mutans.
62

 suggests that interactions between cell membranes (although 

bacterial in that example) and swollen brushes are not necessarily repulsive and hence the cell 

response to patterned thermoresponsive systems is likely to be cell dependent. 

Neutral polymer brushes are not the only systems that have been explored for cell 

patterning. Anionic brushes such as PSPMA also display excellent performance for 
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generating cell patterns, even for single cell assays.
204

 This is surprising given the high 

protein adsorption levels observed to these brushes from the serum contained in cell culture 

media. Perhaps this is a result of the lack of specificity of the proteins adsorbed, as well as the 

strong negative charge characteristic of these brushes that can repel the cell membrane. 

Hence, with PSPMA patterns, it was possible to specifically deposit fibronectin to exposed 

substrate areas, and the resulting platforms allowed the control of cell spreading and shape to 

a similar level as patterns generated from neutral POEGMA or PMEDSAH brushes. Other 

charged brushes such as PAA displayed similar behaviour, i.e. although RBL mast cells were 

not able to adhere to homogenous PAA brushes, they adhered well to patterned brushes (2-10 

m square patterns, see Fig. 29).
501

 Interestingly, it was found that membrane proteins 

accumulated at the PAA patches in that case, a phenomenon that correlated with fibronectin 

deposition to these brushes and which was inhibited by the presence of soluble RGD peptide 

or treatment with the f-actin disrupter cytochalasin D. Hence, despite the apparent cell 

resistance, PAA brushes can contribute to cell adhesion on patterned substrates. 

 

Figure 29. Patterning of RBL mast cells using PAA brushes and fluorescence imaging of 

membrane accumulation at PAA patches. (Reprinted with permission from.
501

 Copyright 

2011 American Chemical Society). 
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Positively charged coatings such as poly(lysine) are often used for culturing or directing the 

growth of neuronal cells. Ober and co-workers developed the use of PMETAC brushes for 

such applications.
502-503

 They patterned PMETAC or copolymers of PMETAC and POEGMA 

and found that these coatings supported well the growth of hyppocampal neuronal cells, 

giving rise to more extended neurites and allowing the direction of their growth according to 

the underlying pattern. Cell viability was found to be very comparable to that measured on 

poly(lysine), when copolymers containing 10% PMETAC were used. This result contrasts 

with the high cell death reported for PMETAC homopolymer brushes when keratinocytes 

were seeded on this coating.
204

 Perhaps the resistance to the toxic effects is cell-dependent, 

but it could also be a result of differences in surface conditioning upon exposure to different 

cell culture media as the resistance is likely to be sensitive to surface charge densities (as for 

the copolymer of PMETAC and neutral POEGMA used by Ober and co-workers.
503

 

Cell-based assays developed using polymer brush-based platforms. Overall, polymer 

brushes offer important advantages for micro-engineered cellular assays as they are 

particularly stable coatings that allow the control of surface chemistry and geometry of 

adhesive or bio-functional molecules. Hence they have been used in a variety of assays that 

explored the impact of the cell micro-environment on cell behaviour. PLL-PEG and 

PMEDSAH brushes were used to control protein deposition and cell adhesion on 

nanopatterned substrates generated via colloidal lithography.
513

 This allowed the control of 

the size of adhesions that keratinocytes formed with the substrates, from 100 nm to 3 m. It 

was found that decreasing the size of adhesions resulted in a gradual decrease in cell 

spreading and correlated with an increased frequency of cell differentiation.  This assay also 

suggested that the geometrical maturation of adhesions (from nascent adhesions to mature 

focal adhesions) controls the ability of cells to establish a mature actin cytoskeleton, 
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independently of the biochemical maturation of the adhesion sites (protein recruitment and 

composition, phosphorylation and matrix deposition). Connelly et al. showed that simple 

variation of the size of adhesive islands defined by POEGMA brushes enabled the control of 

cell spreading and that this had a direct impact on keratinocyte fate decision (Fig. 30).
495

 

Restricting cell spreading and forcing rounded cell morphologies increased the incidence of 

differentiation, whereas allowing full spreading allowed cell to remain proliferative and 

express stem cells markers. It was found that the pattern geometry, and in turn cell shape, 

controlled the remodelling of the f-actin cytoskeleton, inducing a shift in the balance of f- to 

g-actin, and downstream MAL-SRF signalling mediated by AP1 and histone acetylation.
495-

496
 Aside from cell spreading, micropatterned substrates also allow the control of cell 

polarisation and orientation,
223

 as well as systematic quantification of this phenomenon and 

the molecules that mediate it. Although it was found that cell spreading and cell projected 

area were the main determinants of keratinocyte fate decision, the chemistry of the brush 

coating had an impact on cell differentiation too.
204

 Cells spreading on arc-shape patterns 

defined by negatively charged PSPMA brushes differentiated more frequently than those 

spreading on neutral PMEDSAH or POEGMA patterns of the same shape. Hence polymer 

brushes allow the exploration of the coupling between geometrical adhesive cues and 

physico-chemical surface properties. Brush-based micro-patterns have also been used to 

generate multi-cellular cluster arrays. It was found that the geometry of larger adhesive 

islands (100 m) allowed multiple keratinocytes to adhere and self-organize into 

compartmented tissue-like structures (“micro-epidermis”, Fig. 31).
497

 Using this platform, the 

impact of cell-matrix and cell-cell interactions on the formation of such micro-tissues and the 

disruption of this phenomenon in cancer was studied. Finally, the biofunctionalisation of 

POEGMA brushes using thiol-ene chemistry was exploited to generated dynamically 
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adhesive patterns.
293

 Such platform can be used to study how geometrical constraints of the 

micro-environment affect cell migration and wound healing. 

 

Figure 30. Examples of polymer-brush based cell arrays for controlling the impact of the 

micro-environment on the fate decision of epidermal stem cells. Cells seeded on small islands 

(20 m) differentiate more (involucrin expression in green) whereas cells allowed to spread 

on 50 m islands are more proliferative (Ki67 expression in red) (Reproduced from 
495

 with 

permission from Nature Publishing Group). 
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Figure 31. Arrays of cell clusters enabling to probe simultaneously the level of cell 

differentiation and the respective positioning of stem cells and differentiated cells 

(Reproduced from 
497

 with permission from Elsevier). 

Hence, compared to simple tissue culture plastics, polymer brush micropatterns are ideal 

platforms for the generation of cellular assays aiming to capture more complex cellular 

phenotypes and tissue functions, and to systematically quantify these phenomena. These 

systems are particularly interesting for the testing of cellular mechanisms and pathways, as 

well as the design of improved in vitro models for the screening of drug efficacy. Future 

developments in this field will no doubt add to the complexity of the current brush-based 

platforms, for example enabling multiple patterning of proteins,
498

 peptides and growth 
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factors, and allowing the design of dynamic, responsive substrates, to improve current in vitro 

models of cell and tissue culture. 

 

5. Antibacterial coatings based on polymer brushes  

Antibacterial coatings that prevent formation of bacterial biofilms are desirable for a wide 

range of applications.
514-516

 Bacterial biofilms on surfaces can for example cause problems in 

healthcare by medical device associated infections, shipping industry through increased 

friction on ship hulls or biocorrosion, and in water or food storage. Although biofilm 

formation is sometime desirable, for example producing fine chemicals or for degradation of 

waste, the long term preservation of unwanted bacterial adhesion and colonization remains an 

important challenge. Polymer brushes have been presented as possible candidates for 

antibacterial coatings, and have been reported to reduce the overall adhesion of bacteria both 

for hydrophobic and hydrophilic brushes.
205, 517

 It has also been described that bacterial 

adhesion on “switchable” polymer brushes, such as PNIPAM, differs above and below the 

LCST. Below the LCST the brush is extended, which reduces the amount of adherent bacteria 

on the surface.
477, 518

 The coatings can, as previously have been described in this review, be 

applied onto a range of different materials. In the literature, three main approaches are 

reported for constructing antibacterial brush coatings (Fig. 32, Tables 6-8): 1) polymer 

brushes composed of a bactericidal polymer, 2) polymer brushes functionalized with a 

bactericidal or bacteriostatic compound, either covalently linked to the brush or embedded in 

the brush film to allow subsequent diffusion, and 3) non-fouling polymer brushes that aim to 

repel bacterial adhesion and subsequent biofilm formation. This chapter will especially 

emphasize what is known about the mechanisms via which brush coatings prevent biofilm 

formation, and bacterial attachment, in the three approaches. However, first a brief 
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introduction of experimental methods is given to facilitate the understanding of tables and 

discussions. 

 

Figure 32. Schematic of common approaches described in the literature for creating 

polymer-brush surfaces that inhibit bacterial adhesion and biofilm formation. Viable bacteria 

are colour coded in green and damaged bacteria in red. Note that bacteria in this schematic 

(often one to a few µm in size) are drawn very small in relation to the brush size (often of nm 

dimension) in order to more easily illustrate the brush action.    

 

5.1. Examples of experimental setup for determining antibacterial properties of polymer 

brushes 

A classical experiment used for quantitative data on bacterial attachment is to determine the 

number of remaining viable bacteria after exposure to a surface. This is done by monitoring 

the amount of colony forming units (CFU), i.e. bacteria viable enough to reproduce, either at 

the surface or in surrounding solution after a specified exposure time. Each viable bacterium 

will give rise to one colony on an agar plate. Serial dilutions of the bacterial suspension of 

interest enable counting of colonies. The amount of CFU/mL is obtained when taking into 
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consideration the dilutions performed. One important consideration for this method is that if 

antibacterial agents are leached out from a surface into the solution, it is likely that they will 

have a continued effect throughout the incubation on agar plates, which prolongs the real 

exposure time. Furthermore it is important (as with all methods) to have relevant reference 

surfaces since detachment methods, e.g. using sonication, can damage cells.
519

 Viable counts 

can also be made directly on surfaces after exposure to bacterial suspension, or a bacterial 

aerosol.
520

 For sulphate-reducing bacteria a method called most-probable number (MPN) is 

often used based on specific enumeration media where bacterial counts are estimated from 

secondary processes in the media.
521

 

Viability is also often studied through staining using Live/Dead stain.
522

 This stain 

generally consists of two fluorescent dyes; syto-9 and propidium iodide. As the two dyes do 

not penetrate membranes equally, cells with compromised membrane stain red from 

propidium iodide and viable cells stain green with Syto-9. Syto-9 stains both live and dead 

bacteria whereas only dead or damaged bacteria are stained with propidium iodide. It should 

be noted that propidium iodide can also stain negatively charged structures such as 

extracellular DNA or polyanionic polymer chains. 

To determine the antibacterial effect of compounds leaching out from a surface, disc 

diffusion (or Kirby Bauer method) is used (described in detail “Performance Standards for 

Antimicrobial Disk Susceptibility Tests”
523

). A large number of bacteria (enough to form a 

bacterial lawn) are spread onto an agar plate and the sample is carefully placed onto the 

spread bacteria. After incubation overnight, the “zone of inhibition” around the sample is 

measured and is indicative of the toxicity of the leached compound to the bacterial strain. For 

soluble compounds the minimal inhibitory concentration (MIC) can be determined in 

solution. Serial dilutions of the compound are performed in growth medium and bacteria are 
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subsequently inoculated. After incubation, the minimal inhibitory concentration can be read 

as the first vial without visible growth.
524

 However, it is important to remember that the MIC 

obtained is often sensitive to the culture medium used etc.
525

 

For studies performed during longer time spans it is generally best to have a continuous 

flow system where medium with nutrients can be supplied to bacteria at a desired flow rate. If 

bacteria are kept for long periods of time in the same medium or in saline, they will likely be 

damaged irrespective of what type of surface or compound they are exposed to and the 

testing will be performed on bacteria that are weakened by the lack of nutrients. Thus if 

appropriate controls are not used, misleading conclusions can be drawn from such data. 

 

5.2. Polymer brushes based on bactericidal polymer 

Bactericidal polymer brushes presented in the literature (Table 6) are almost exclusively 

from quaternary amines forming polycationic surface coatings. The vast majority of 

publications on polycationic bactericidal polymer brushes deal with PDMAEMA that is 

quaternized using an alkylhalide (Scheme 7). Several lengths of alkyl halide have been used 

to quaternize PDMAEMA brushes and lengths of 6 or 7 carbons or more have been reported 

to increase the antibacterial efficiency
526-527

 similar to reports for bulk polymers from 

polyethylene imine.
528
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Scheme 7. Quaternization of PDMAEMA using alkylhalides (RX).  

The bactericidal mode of action of polycationic brushes on cell membranes has, so far, not 

been completely understood. However, it is likely that the mechanisms are similar to what 

has been proposed for other free polycationic polymers and substances. For these, most 

authors agree that the polycations interact in some way with the membrane and that this 

causes leakage of cell compounds. However, the exact sequence of events is not clearly 

determined and a couple of hypotheses exist. Vooturi and Firestine reviewed the literature 

between 2004 and 2010 for membrane-targeting antibiotics.
529

 They did not find a fully 

determined mechanism but stated that cationic charge and amphiphilicity are important 

parameters, and that this was due to insertion of substances into the membrane depolarizing it 

and causing release of ions and metabolites. For phosphatidyl glycerol lipid membranes it has 

been shown that association of cationic polyelectrolytes lead to conformational changes.
530

 

These were interpreted as insertion into the membrane, and it was found that bulkier 

polymers displayed a reduced insertion.
530

 This hypothesis about insertion can also be found 

in publications from Klibanov et al.
531

 Another group studied the effect of polyethyleneimine 

on the permeability of several Gram-negative bacterial strains and found similar effects as for 

EDTA. They also found that the effect could be dampened by additions of MgCl2.
532

 The 

hypothesis brought forward was that the polycations permeabilize and destabilize the 

membrane through depletion of cations “cross-linking” the LPS membrane in Gram-negative 

bacteria.
532

 Thus the two main hypotheses for membrane interactions with polycationic 
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substances are: insertion of the substance into the membrane, and/or removal of stabilizing 

counter ions. 

The group of Matyjaszewski performed several studies investigating the importance of 

charge density fort the antibacterial effect of PDMAEMA brushes quaternized with 

ethylbromide.
533-537

 They observed that with different loadings of cells they reached an upper 

limit of efficiency around 10
9
 CFU/mL for Escherichia coli and 10

6
 CFU/mL for Bacillus 

subtilis, and that cells died quite rapidly, i.e. within 15 min.
533

 The most biocidal surfaces had 

more than 1-5 x 10
15

 charges/cm
2
 and the maximum killing capacity of a surface was reached 

at 8 x 10
15

 charges/cm
2
 (with bacterial loadings of 10

7
 and 10

8
 CFU/mL and incubation times 

of 30 min, see Fig. 33). However, they did not find chain length or chain density to be 

important. The authors noted that the surface charge of E coli cells has been reported as 5 x 

10
14

 to 5 x 10
15

 charges/cm
2
 depending on growth phase of the cell, corresponding well to the 

number of charges required at the surface for good efficacy.
534

 The maximal bacterial 

loadings corresponded roughly to a monolayer of cells at the surface of the sample. This has 

later been confirmed in experiments showing that polymer brush surfaces with quaternary 

amines kill the first monolayer of cells but that excess of cells, or longer incubation times, 

give surviving cells a chance to grow and form a biofilm on top of the layer of dead 

bacteria.
205, 538
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Figure 33. A) Percentage of killed E coli cells as a function of bacterial load (challenge) on 

glass surfaces with high density of cationic charge, i.e 8x10
15

 charges/cm
2
. B) Mosaic of 

Live/Dead staining of E. coli cells made from 500 images of a glass slide with gradient 

polycationic brush. The charge density in positive charges/cm
2
 (x10

15
) are superimposed and 

shown as numbers (Reproduced from 
534

 with permission from Elsevier). 
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Table 6. Polycationic brushes tested for antibacterial effects. 

Brush Functionalization
b
 Substrate

c
 

Exposure 

time 

Bacterial loadings 

and 

assay used
a
 

Bacterium 

Solution 

during 

exposure
d
 

Ref 

Chitosan Q with METAC SiO2 6 h 
10

4
 CFU/mL 

4 
S aureus 

Diluted brain 

heart infusion 
539

 

Chitosan Q with METAC SiO2  2 days 
10

6
 CFU/mL 

2, 3B, 5 
S aureus 

Diluted brain 

heart infusion 
540

 

P4VP (poly(4-

vinylpyridine) 
Q with hexBr 

PVBC 

microspheres 

20 min – 

2h 

10
5
 CFU/mL 

1 
E coli PBS 

541
 

P4VP Q with hexBr 
Stainless 

steel 

3 - 21 

days 

10
6
 MPN/mL 

1B, 3C 

Desulfovibrio 

desulfuricans 

(G-) 

SSMB 
542

 

P4VP Q with hexBr Polyimide 2 h 
10

7
 CFU/mL 

4 
E coli PBS 

543
 

Hyperbranched 

PBPEA 
Q with pyridine 

Stainless 

steel 
1h 

10
8
 CFU/mL 

1, 4 
S aureus 0.9% saline 

544
 

PCBMA-1 

cationic 

precursor, 

PC8NMA, 

PCBMA-2 

(control) 

- gold 1h 
10

7
-10

10
 CFU/mL 

4, 3B 
E coli N/S 

545
 

PCBMA - 
PP 

membrane 
2 h 

10
5
 CFU/mL 

1 
S aureus broth 

546
 

PDMAEMA Q with etBr 
Glass and 

paper 
1h 

10
4
-10

9
 CFU/mL 

1, 2, 3C 

Bacillus 

subtilis 

E coli 

LB broth 

diluted with 

buffer 

533
 

PDMAEMA Q with etBr Glass 30min-1h 10
5
-10

10
 CFU/mL E coli LB broth 

534
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1, 2, 3B diluted with 

buffer 

PDMAEMA Q with etBr PP 1h 
10

5
 CFU/mL 

1 
E coli N/S 

535
 

PDMAEMA Q with etBr Glass 
20 min – 

1h 

10
8
 CFU/mL 

1, 2 
E coli LB broth 

536
 

PDMAEMA Q with etBr 
Fe3O4 

nanoparticles 
1h 

10
5
 -10

6
 CFU/mL 

1 
E coli 

LB broth 

diluted with 

buffer 

537
 

PDMAEMA Q decBr 
PP 

membranes 
0-1h 

10
5
 CFU/mL 

1, 3A 

E coli 

S aureus 
PBS 

547
 

PDMAEMA 
Q with benzyl 

halide or viologen 

Stainless 

steel 

3 – 21 

days 

10
6
 MPN/mL 

1, 3A 

Desulfovibrio 

desulfuricans 

(G-) 

SSMB 
548

 

PDMAEMA 

Q with propargyl 

bromide then 

Click polyglycerols 

Click PEI Q hexBr 

PVDF 

membranes 
4 -18h 

10
8
 CFU/mL 

3A, 7 

E coli 

S epidermidis 

PBS 

followed by 

broth 

549
 

PDMAEMA Q with hexBr 
PVDF 

membranes 
2h 

10
7
 CFU/mL 

4 
E coli PBS 

550
 

PDMAEMA Q with alkyl halide PET 1 hr 
10

5
 CFU/mL 

1 
E coli LB broth 

526
 

PDMAEMA-

co-EGDMA 
- 

Silica 

nanoparticles 
0-60min 

10
2
 -10

5
 CFU/mL 

1, 3a, 15 

E coli 

S aureus 

Water or 

broth 
551

 

hyperbranched 

PEI 
Q with octCl 

Stainless 

steel 
1h 

10
8
 CFU/mL 

1, 4 
S aureus  saline 

544
 

PGMA 
ethyl amine or 

diethylamine 

PE 

membranes 
0-8 h 

10
9
 CFU/mL 

2, 6 

E coli 

B. subtilis 
PBS 

299
 

PGMA diethyl amine 
PE 

membranes 
0-70 h 

10
8
 CFU/mL 

2, 3B, 7, 5, 14 
E coli 

PBS 

following LB 
538

 

PGMA diethylamine PE 0-8 h 10
9
 CFU/mL E coli PBS 

552
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 membranes 3A, 6 P aeruginosa 

P putida 

P fluorescence 

Paracoccus 

denitrificans 

PHEMA Chitosan  
Stainless 

steel 
4 h 

10
6
 or 10

8
 CFU/mL 

1, 2 
E coli PBS 

308
 

PMETAC - glass 0-72 h 

10
9
 CFU/mL 

2, 3B, 7, 8, 14 

 

P aeruginosa 

 

Saline 

followed by 

isosensitest 

205
 

PMETAC - glass 24 h 
10

7
 CFU/mL 

1, 3A 

Pseudomonas 

sp. 

S aurues 

Simulated 

seawater 

& PBS 

517
 

PMETAC - 
Stainless 

steel 
4 h 

10
7
 CFU/mL 

1, 3A 

E coli 

S epidermidis 
PBS 

553
 

PMETAC - 
PES 

membranes 

Filtering 

of 3liter 

10
6
 CFU/mL 

2, 3B 

 

E coli PBS 
554

 

Poly (ionic 

liquid) 

Exchange of counter 

ions 
TiO2 NP 

24 h, 

3days 

10
6
 CFU/mL or 10

6
 

spores/mL 

1, 3B 

 

E coli 

S aureus 

 

PBS or 

artificial sea 

water 

555
 

a
1=Plating for CFU, 1B= plating for MPN, 2=Live/Dead or other staining, 3= microscopy imaging (3A = scanning electron microscopy, 3B= 

optical or fluorescence microscopy, 3C= atom force microscopy), 4= CFU counts on surface of sample, 5=Shear stress or detachment study, 6= 

Monitoring OD (optical density at 600 nm) or luminescence, 7= flow cell setup, 8= motility assay, 9= disc diffusion study, 10= CD spectroscopy 

studies, 11= in vivo studies, 12= Surface plasmon resonance studies, 13=gravimetric studies, 14= biofilm quantification, 15=MIC determination, 

16A=static exposure, 16B=dynamic exposure. 
b
 Q, quaternary. HexBr is hexyl bromide. EtBr is ethyl bromide. DecBr is decyl bromide, 
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EGDMA =ethylene glycol dimethylacrylate). 
c
 PP, polypropylene; PVBC, poly (4-vinyl benzyl chloride); PVDF, poly(vinylidene fluoride); 

PET, poly(ethylene terephthalate); PE, polyethylene; PES, polyethersulphone; PBPEA, Poly[2-(2-bromopropionate)ethyl acrylate]. 
d
 N/S = not 

specified; SSMB = Seawater-based modified Baar’s medium.  
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Matyjazewski’s group also investigated the differences in bactericidal efficacy between 

grafted-to and grafted-from surfaces.
536

 They found similar killing efficacy, however the 

grafting-to polymers gave rise to heterogeneous surfaces with patches of more dense 

polycationic film and higher charge density. Also here charge density was a more important 

factor than chain length or chain density. In grafting-to approaches the charge density was 

found to be lower overall (6 x 10
14

 vs 10
16

 per cm
2
) and did not reach the maximum killing 

efficiency of the grafting-from brushes. However, due to the heterogeneities at the grafted-to 

surfaces these were more efficient at equal charge density (Fig. 34).
536

 

  

 

Figure 34. Difference in biocidal activity on E coli between “grafted-from” and “grafted-

to” polycationic brushes. QA = quaternary amine groups (Reprinted with permission from.
536

 

Copyright 2008 American Chemical Society). 

In repeated bacterial exposures, polycationic surfaces was reported to become covered with 

extracellular substances and/or cell debris that reduce the antibacterial efficacy unless 

removed through thorough washing with SDS,
533

 or by shaking if the brushes were grown on 

nanoparticles.
537

 This is in accordance with studies showing that polycationic brush surfaces 

adsorb large amounts of substances from growth media producing conditioning films that can 
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reduce their biocidal effect 
204-205

 and is possibly explaining why biofilms have been reported 

on polycationic surfaces after time periods of a few days.
205, 538

 Many studies have been 

performed in relatively clean buffer solutions and during short time periods (Table 6) and it 

can be expected that the efficacy of the surfaces would have been lower in more complex 

media. However, Lee et al found that biofilms formed on quaternized chitosan were more 

easily removed by shear stress than biofilms on pure chitosan,
539-540

 and suggest this was due 

to more pronounced swelling in the charged quaternized brushes.
540

 This could perhaps 

indicate that even if biofilms are formed on polycationic surfaces they would be more easily 

removed thanks to the layer of debris between the biofilm and the swollen polymer brush. 

Although the opposite observation was reported by Terada et al., who found biofilm on 

polycationic surfaces to be quite resistant to shear forces.
538

 

A hypothesis for the biocidal mechanism of polycationic brushes was proposed by 

Matyjaszewski and co-workers. It was based on the high killing efficiency of short polymer 

chains that should not be able to penetrate the bacterial cell wall, and the lack of importance 

from chain length on efficacy. This hypothesis suggests de-stabilization of the membrane 

from a process of cation exchange leading to loss of important metal ions crosslinking the 

lipopolysaccharides (LPS) membrane in Gram-negative bacteria and stabilizing its negative 

charge.
534, 536

  

A few examples of “smart surfaces”, allowing controlled cell attachment and release, have 

also been presented using polycationic brushes. Irreversibly switchable surfaces were 

synthesized in the form of zwitterionic PCBMA brushes with cationic derivatives.
545-546

 

These surfaces were designed to first immobilize and kill bacteria, and then through 

hydrolysis release the top layer of cationic polymer and dead bacteria, to expose an 

antifouling surface beneath. The surfaces managed to reduce the number of E coli by three 
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orders of magnitude and release 98% of these during hydrolysis. The hydrolysis of a surface 

exposed to 10
10

 cells/mL took 8 days and 10
7
 cells/mL took 48 h.

545
 A more reversible 

surface was created by the same group using acrylate co-polymers of  [2-

Acryloyloxy)ethyl]trimethyl ammonium chloride (PAETAC, the acrylate equivalent of 

PMETAC)  and 2-carboxy ethyl acrylate (PCEA, the acrylate equivalent of PCEMA).
163

 At 

low pH when the carboxylate groups were protonated the surface was positively charged and 

at neutral or high pH the surface became antifouling. These surfaces adsorbed bacteria at low 

pH to a higher extent than corresponding zwitterionic homopolymers and there was a release 

of bacteria at higher pH.
163

 Another version of a switchable surface was constructed using a 

patterned surface where some areas were made biocidal using quaternary ammonium salt 

with thermo responsive PNIPAM occupying the space in-between these areas.
518

 Above the 

LCST when the brush was collapsed the biocide was exposed resulting in bacterial 

attachment and killing. However, when lowering the temperature, using cold water, the brush 

swelled causing detachment of the majority of dead bacteria (Fig. 35).
518
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Figure 35. A) Attachment of E coli onto patterned PNIPAM/polycationic surface and 

control surfaces after 2hrs at 37 °C, as well as after subsequent rinsing with saline and water 

at 4 °C. B) Percentage bacterial release in a. (Reprinted with permission from.
518

 Copyright 

2013 American Chemical Society). 

The differences in experimental conditions and choice of bacterial strains makes it very 

difficult to compare and draw general conclusions about the efficacy of different polycationic 

surface compositions (Table 6). However, it is clear that the killing efficiency of these types 

of surfaces is dependent on the charge density at the surface, the surrounding solution 

composition, bacterial loading, and strain of bacteria chosen. However it can be concluded 

that polycationic brushes are bactericidal under optimal conditions (e.g. low bacterial 

loadings in saline or water) but that their efficacy is lowered with time due to debris 

accumulating at the surface form dead cells and/or from surrounding solution. Consequently, 
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a suggestion for future work on polycationic surfaces is that antibacterial effects are 

monitored for longer time intervals and/or through repeated exposures, and that the 

possibility of formation of conditioning films from complex growth media and from bacterial 

debris is well investigated.  
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Table 7. Brushes with external antimicrobial agent tested for antibacterial effects.
a,b

 

Brush Functionalization Surface 
Exposure 

time 

Bacterial 

loadings and 

assay used
a
 

Bacterium 

Solution 

during 

exposure 

Ref 

PDMA-co-

PAPMA 

 

AMP: Tet-213, 

1010cys, Tet-20, Tet-

21, Tet-26, HH2, 

MXX226 

Ti, 

quartz 

1h – 7 

days 

10
5
 – 10

8
 

CFU/mL 

1, 2, 3AB, 6, 

11 

P aeruginosa 

S aureus 
Broth 

556
 

PDMA-co-

PAPMA 
AMP: Tet 213 Ti 4 h 

10
5
 CFU/mL 

6 
P aeruginosa 

BM2 

culture 

medium 

292
 

PAA Triclosan PVC 24 h 
10

8
 CFU/mL 

1, 9 

S aureus 

E coli 
Broth 

557
 

PAA 

Bronopol 

Benzalkonium 

chloride 

Chlorhexidine 

PVC 24 h 
10

8
 CFU/mL 

1 

S aureus 

E coli 
Broth 

558
 

PAA Ag NP paper 29 h 6 E coli LB broth 
559

 

PEG Ag NP  PC 24 h 

10
8
 -10

9
 

CFU/mL 

2, 3B 

E coli 

P aeruginosa 

S epidermidis 

Saline 
560

 

Pluronic Lysozyme Silicone rubber 0-20 h 
10

8
 CFU/mL 

1, 2, 7 
B subtilis 

PBS 

followed by 

broth 

561
 

PEG AMP: nisin 
Poly styrene or 

polyurethane 

4h – 6 

days 
1, 9, 10 

Pediococcus 

pentosaceus 
Broth 

562
 

Poly(allyl 

glycidyl 

ether) 

AMP: RK1, RK2 
PDMS & 

urinary catheters 

3 h – 3 

days 

10
6
 – 10

8 

CFU/mL 

1, 2, 3AB, 14 

E coli, 

S aureus, 

 

Broth, PBS 

or urine 
563
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PMA Silk sericin Ti 5 h 
10

7
 CFU/mL 

1, 2, 3B 

S aureus 

S epidermidis 
PBS 

306
 

PMEDSA

H, 

PCBMA 

AgNP gold 1h 
10

7
 CFU/mL 

2, 3B, 4 
E coli 

Water or 

PBS 
564

 

PNIPAM Carbon nanotubes 

Layer by layer 

structure on Si-

wafer 

2 h 
10

7
 CFU/mL 

2, 3B 

Exiguobacteri

um 
PBS 

565
 

PNIPAM 
SAM of quaternary 

ammonium salt 
Si-wafer 2h 

10
8
 CFU/mL 

2, 3A, 3B, 

E coli 

S epidermidis 
Saline 

518
 

PNIPAM Lysozyme Si wafer 2h 

10
7-

10
8
 

CFU/mL 

2, 3A, 3B, 

E coli 

S epidermidis 
Saline 

566
 

POEGMA

-OH 

POEGMA

-OMe 

PHEMA 

AMP: Magainin I Si-wafer 3 h 

10
7
 CFU/mL 

2, 3B 

 

Listeria 

ivanovii 

E coli 

water 
567

 

POEGMA

-OH 

POEGMA

-OMe 

AMP: Magainin I Si particles 3 h 
10

3
 CFU/mL 

1, 3B, 2 

Listeria 

ivanovii 

 

water 
568

 

POEGMA

-OH 

POEGMA

-OMe 

AMP: Magainin I Si-wafer 3 h 
10

7
 CFU/mL 

1, 3B, 2 

Listeria 

ivanovii 

Bacillus 

cereus 

water 
291

 

POEGMA

-OH 
Lysozyme Stainless steel 0-36 h 

10
7
 CFU/mL 

1, 2, 3B 

E coli 

S aurues 
PBS 

311
 

Poly(2,2’-

bithiophene) 
Ag NP Cu 30 days 

10
5-8

 

MPN/mL 

1B, 3A 

Desulfovibrio 

desulfuricans 

(G-) 

SSMB 
569
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PSPMA 
Incorporation Ag

+
 

 
Si-wafer overnight 

OD~0.5 

4 

P aeruginosa 

S aureus 
water 

570
 

PSPMA 
Incorporation of Ag

+
 

or AgCl,AgBr, AgI 
Si-wafer 

20 min – 

24h 

10
6
-10

7
 

CFU/mL 

1, 9, 15 

P aeruginosa 

S aureus 

Several 

different 
525

 

 

a
 Accronyms used: PDMA-co-PAPMA, poly(N,N dimethylacrylamide)-co-(N-3-aminopropylmethacrylamide hydrochloride); PC, 

polycarbonate; AMP = antimicrobial peptide; 1=Plating for CFU, 1B= plating for MPN, 2=Live/Dead or other staining, 3= microscopy imaging 

(3A = scanning electron microscopy, 3B= optical or fluorescence microscopy, 3C= atom force microscopy (AFM), 3D= AFM force 

measurements), 4= CFU counts on surface of sample, 5=Shear stress or detachment study, 6= Monitoring OD (optical density at 600 nm) or 

luminescence, 7= flow cell setup, 8= motility assay, 9= disc diffusion study, 10= CD spectroscopy studies, 11= in vivo studies, 12= Surface 

plasmon resonance studies, 13=gravimetric studies, 14= biofilm quantification, 15=MIC determination, 16A=static exposure, 16B=dynamic 

exposure.  
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5.3. Polymer brushes functionalized with antibacterial compounds 

Brushes functionalized with antimicrobial agents follow two main types of design. Either a 

substance is incorporated into a brush to give a surface that releases it into surrounding 

solution, or the antimicrobial compound is covalently linked to the brush (Fig. 31). Both 

approaches have advantages and disadvantages. 

Surfaces that leach antibacterial agents are less sensitive to deposition of surface debris 

since antimicrobials often diffuse through an over layer of material. However, since the 

active ingredient is leached, the surfaces will have a limited life time and the active ingredient 

can possibly cause unwanted effects on surrounding host cells. The amount of substance that 

leaches out also must be concentrated enough to have the expected effect. In the literature, 

common examples of this approach make use of the diffusion of silver ions from charged 

brushes or brushes with trapped silver halide salts or silver nanoparticles.
525, 559-560, 569-570

 In 

general most studies find that silver ions and silver compounds are very efficient against both 

Gram-negative and Gram-positive bacteria (reducing bacterial growth with several 

logarithmic units), but only if they are used in very clean systems, e.g. distilled water, saline 

or buffer solutions, which lack substances with an ability to chelate silver ions (Table 7). 

However in the presence of e.g. serum proteins the antibacterial effect is much reduced or 

disappear completely.
525

 Furthermore, the cytotoxic effects of silver ions and silver 

nanoparticles observed on mammalian cells
525

 and especially for nerve cells
571-573

 make it 

questionable if these types of surfaces are suitable for usage in medical devices. Brushes with 

drug release have also been constructed with the antimicrobial peptide nisin
562, 574

 or with 

traditional antibiotic substances such as triclosan, bromopol, benzalkonium chloride and 

chlorhexidin being trapped in a polymer brush.
557-558

 Although the surface with triclosan 

displayed antibacterial properties in disc diffusion studies it was not able to reduce bacterial 
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colonization during a time span of 24 h. The other surfaces with traditional antibiotics 

reduced colonization of E coli by less than a logarithmic unit.
557-558

 Yu et al. investigated the 

use of patterned PNIPAM brushes presenting areas containing surface adsorbed lysozyme. 

The pattern was designed to expose surface deposited lysozyme at 37 °C and swell to hide 

the enzyme at 25°, as well as release bacteria as the brush went through the transition. The 

surfaces displayed 60-70 % killing efficiency and released ~70% of the attached bacteria 

leading to reduced killing efficiency in subsequent exposures.
566

 

The advantage of covalently linking an antibacterial agent to a brush is that the substance 

remains on the surface for longer time periods, and also it is less prone to interfere with 

surrounding tissues or cells. However, the drawbacks are that if the surface is covered in 

debris the substance will be buried which can lead to a loss of function. Furthermore, this 

approach requires that the active target of the substance is situated on the outer surface of the 

bacterium.  Several examples of this approach can be found in the literature (Table 7). Both 

antimicrobial peptides and proteins targeting the bacterial cell wall have been covalently 

linked to brushes and retained their antibacterial activity. However, some groups report a 

lower activity for the immobilized peptide compared to soluble peptide due to lower 

flexibility and diffusivity.
563

 The group of Glinel et al designed surfaces so that the 

antimicrobial peptide Magainin I was linked to a relatively long flexible oligo(ethylene 

glycol) side chain to retain some of the mobility of the molecule and allow for better 

interactions with the cell membrane.
291, 568

 They also investigated temperature responsive 

brushes that would expose the peptide at 26ºC and hide it at 38ºC (Fig. 36) to avoid harmful 

effects on mammalian cells, as well as coated magnetic beads which would allow for easy 

disinfection of solutions.
567-568
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Figure 36. A, responsive peptide-based antibacterial brushes. B, Live/Dead staining of 

temperature responsive surfaces (exposing an antimicrobial peptide at 26°C and hiding it at 

38°C) exposed to Listeria ivanovii (left images) and E. coli (right images) (Reproduced from 

567
 with permission from John Wiley and Sons). 

Gao et al immobilized seven different antimicrobial peptides on a copolymer brush from 

poly-(N,N–dimethylacrylamide-co-N(3-aminopropyl)methacrylamide hydrochloride) and 

thoroughly investigated their biological effect.
556

 They observed that all surfaces reduced 

bacterial viability but to different extents, and that the biofilm formation seemed to be 

correlated to the hydrophobicity of the functionalized surface. The most hydrophilic surfaces 

displayed the lowest amount of biofilm from Pseudomonas aeruginosa.
556

 Their most 

efficient AMP-conjugated surface (with Tet-20) was also tested in vivo, in rats, against 

Staphylococcus aureus infection. It was found that the antimicrobial effect of the surface 

resulted in more than 85 % reduction in CFUs in 10 out of 14 animals after 7 days.
556

  No 
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activation of platelets or the complement system was seen, nor did the surface inhibit cell 

growth of osteoblast-like cells.
556

 The postulated mechanism of action was that the local 

density of positive charge disturbed surface electrostatics and triggered autolytic and/or 

bacterial cell death mechanisms.
556

  Li et al also studied AMP-conjugated brush surfaces and 

could show that although bacterial cells lysed when exposed to the surface no cytotoxic 

effects were detected on smooth muscle cells.
563

 Lysozyme and silk sericin have also been 

immobilized on brushes and it was reported that the immobilization of these two proteins did 

not reduce adhesion of bacteria to any large extent compared to reference surfaces, but it 

reduced the number of viable bacteria at the surface.
306, 311, 561

 

5.4. Antifouling polymer brushes with respect to bacterial attachment 

The most benign way to create antibacterial surfaces is by producing a surface where 

bacteria cannot attach and form biofilm. This is a very attractive option for medical devices 

since it would most probably not cause any harm to surrounding mammalian cells. In the 

literature these films are almost exclusively hydrophilic and, in general, overall neutral (Table 

8). 

As was seen in section 5.2, the presence of substances immobilized from the solution 

and/or dead cells can form a conditioning layer that allows bacteria to grow on hostile 

surfaces. Consequently, a general strategy for bacterial-antifouling surfaces has been to 

design surfaces that repel protein adsorption, assuming that this will also prevent bacteria 

from attaching. However, several researchers have reported that this is not always true.
575-578

 

Gon et al suggested that the bacteria can compress larger areas of polymer brushes and 

interact with several attachment sites (Fig. 37).
576

  They reported that, for bacteria, the most 

important factor preventing adsorption on PEG was the mass of polymer, due to brush 

compression and osmotic pressure.
576

 PEG brushes displaying patches of positive charge 
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were found to retain some protein resistance but did not resist bacterial adhesion.
576

 Kingshott 

and co-workers found that bacteria adsorbed onto surfaces that resisted protein adsorption, 

and discussed it in terms of medium and/or bacterial induced conditioning of PEG films.
577-

578
 This kind of bacterial-induced surface conditioning has also recently been reported for E. 

coli and P. aeruginosa on other surfaces.
579-580

 Antifouling polymer brushes with respect to 

bacterial colonization described in the literature are here grouped into four categories: 

brushes with polyethylene glycol subunits (PEG, POEGMA), zwitterionic brushes, negatively 

charged brushes, and other neutral brushes. The two first groups are, so far, the most 

prevalent in the literature (Table 8). 

 

Figure 37. Initial stages of adhesion from Staphylococcus aureus in a gentle flow, showing 

compression of a PEG-brush coating to allow interaction with several adhesive sites (cationic 

patches) at the surface. (Reprinted with permission from.
576

 Copyright 2012 American 

Chemical Society). 

Brushes with polyethylene glycol subunits. Several researchers have studied the bacterial-

antifouling properties of brushes with polyethylene glycol sub units (Table 8). Busscher, van 

der Mei, and coworkers, followed in situ biofilm formation by several bacterial strains onto 

PEG brushes grafted to glass or silicone rubber. For the majority of strains tested they 

observed a reduction in biofilm formation and a larger reduction was observed for taller 
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brushes with a larger exclusion volume that prevented proteins and bacteria from approaching 

the surface.
581

 Proteins have been described to adsorb better to PEO brushes at higher 

temperatures due to increased interactions with brush segments. In contrast, no difference in 

biofilm formation was found between experiments at 20ºC and 37ºC indicating that the 

bacteria did not penetrate the brush or interact strongly with it.
581

  They observed that biofilm 

developed more slowly on the brush surface and attached more weakly.
582

 When an air 

bubble was passed through the system, bacteria were removed more easily from PEO brushes 

than from the control glass surface.
581

 The same was observed for adhesive bacterial 

strains,
583

 which suggest that analyzing biofilms on PEO ex situ could be difficult (or prone to 

errors) due to detachment of biofilm.
581

 It was also seen that the balance between attachment 

and detachment at shear forces under flow were different on the brush where pieces of 

biofilm detached at increased shear stress, while biofilm on the control surface was much 

more stable (Fig. 38).
584
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Figure 38. Staphylococcus epidermidis attachment and detachment (shown as number of 

adhering bacteria, note the difference in y-scales) during shear stress fluctuations. A, where τ1 

was 0.005 Pa and τ2 varied according to symbols in the legend, on pristine silicone rubber (B) 

and on PEG coated silicone rubber (C). (Reproduced from 
584

 with permission from The 

American Society for Microbiology).  

The brush surface remained antifouling after detachment of some strains tested 

(Staphylococcus epidermidis) but not for others (S aureus),
582

 and XPS analyses indicated the 

formation of conditioning films after detachment of the latter strain. The brush coating also 

induced differences in biofilm morphology (spherical microcolonies) resulting in bacteria 

being more viable on the PEO brush than on a control surface of silicone rubber.
582

 After pre-

exposure of PEO films to biological fluids, such as saliva, urine or PBS, the efficacy of the 

brush films was decreased due to hydrolysis of PEO chains and appearance of a conditioning 

film.
585

 This effect was observed after 4 h and after 42 h no difference was observed between 
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biofilm formation on the control and on the pre-conditioned PEO brush.
585

 This lack of long-

term efficiency of brushes with ethylene glycol subunits has also been observed by other 

groups.
205

 However, despite this conditioning, in vivo experiments in mice showed that PEO 

coated silicone rubber discs inserted in an infected site displayed less bacterial colonization 

compared to control discs. Antibiotic treatment also seemed to be more efficient on the brush 

coated discs.
586

 In a similar way, the efficacy of antimicrobial cleaning solutions was also 

shown to be significantly higher than control on brush-coated cases for contact lenses. The 

reason suggested was that the looser bacterial attachment on brushes does not trigger bacteria 

into the biofilm phenotype.
587
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Table 8. Bacterial-antifouling brushes (homopolymers or active block of block co-polymer) tested for antibacterial effects in the literature.  

Brush 

Static contact 

angle/ 

Functionalisation 

Surface 
Exposure 

time 

Bacterial loadings 

and 

assay used
a
 

Bacterium 

Solution 

during 

exposure
b
 

Ref 

PMETAC-

co-PSPMA 
27º 

PP 

membranes 
48 h 

10
8
-10

9
 CFU/mL 

2, 3AB, 13 
E coli TSB broth 

588
 

PAAm 28 +/- 5 º 
Silicon 

wafer 
0-4 h 

10
8
 CFU/mL 

3B, 5, 7 

S aureus, 

Streptococcus 

salivarius 

PBS 
589

 

PAAm 28 +/- 2 º 
Silicone 

rubber 
4 h 

10
8
 CFU/mL 

3B, 7 

S aureus,  

S salivarius 

Preconditio

ning in saliva 

then PBS 

590
 

PAAm - 
Silicon 

wafer 
4 h 

10
8
 CFU/mL 

3B, 7 

S aureus,  

S salivarius 

Preconditio

ning in saliva 

then PBS 

591
 

PAAm - 
Silicone 

rubber 
4 h 

10
8
 CFU/mL 

3B, 7 

S  aureus 

E coli 
PBS 

592
 

PCBAA-1 

and PCBAA-2 
- gold 30 min 

OD=0.5 

12 

P aeruginosa 

Two different 

strains 

PBS 
593

 

PCBMA, 

PMEDSAH 
- glass 0-10 days 

10
6
 or 10

8
 

CFU/mL 

3B, 7 

P aeruginosa 

P putida 

PBS 

followed by 

TSB or FAB 

broth 

594
 

PCBMA-1, 

PC8NMA, 

PCBMA-2 

- gold 1h 
10

7
-10

10
 CFU/mL 

3B, 4 
E coli N/S 

545
 

PEG 
59º (PEO 526) 

45º (PEO 2000) 
Glass 0-4 h 

10
8
 CFU/mL 

3B, 5, 7 

S epidermidis 

P aeruginosa 
PBS 

581
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48º (PEO 9800)  

PEG 9.8 kD 41 +/- 5 º Glass or Si 0-4 h 
10

8
 CFU/mL 

3B, 7 

 S epidermidis, S 

aureus, 

Streptococcus 

salivarius, P 

aeruginosa, E coli 

PBS 
595

 

PEG 9.8 kD - Glass 0-4 h 
10

8
 CFU/mL 

3B, 5, 7, 8 

Six P aeruginosa 

strains 
PBS 

583
 

PEG 9.8 kD - Glass 30 min 
10

8
 CFU/mL 

3B, 7, 
S epidermidis 

Preconditio

ning in 

urine/saliva 

then PBS 

585
 

PEG - 
Silicone 

rubber 

30 min – 

20 h 

10
8
 CFU/mL 

2, 3B, 5, 7 

S epidermidis 

S aureus 

P aeruginosa 

PBS 

Then 10% 

TSB 

582
 

PEG - 
Silicone 

rubber 
0-120 min 

10
8
 CFU/mL 

3B, 5, 7 

S epidermidis 

S aureus 

P aeruginosa 

PBS 
584

 

PEG 

 
- 

Silicone 

rubber 
5 days 

1, 11 

 
S aureus In vivo 

586
 

PEG 25-40º Si NP 4 h 
10

8
 CFU/mL 

3B, 4, 5, 7, 

S epidermidis 

P aeruginosa 
PBS 

596
 

PEG 24º 
Si NP 

coating on PP 
20 h 

10
4
 CFU/mL 

2, 3BD, 5 

P aeruginosa, S 

aureus, Serratia 

marcescens, 

Serratia 

liquefaciens 

(tot 9 strains) 

TSB or 

BHI 
587

 

PEG (2-5 

kD) 
- Glass 

Initial 

adhesion 

10
5
 CFU/mL 

3B, 7 
S aureus PBS 

576
 

PEG 41º PVDF 3 or 24 h 10
9
 CFU/mL S S epidermidis broth 

597
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membranes epidermidis 

10
6
 CFU/mL E 

coli 

2, 3B 

E coli 

POEGMA 

PHEAA 

51º 

52º 

Stainless 

steel 
4 h 

10
7
 CFU/mL 

1, 3A 

E coli 

S epidermidis 
PBS 

553
 

PHEMA-co-

POEGMA 
~50° Au 

1 h,  

1-8 weeks 

10
7
 CFU/mL 

1, 3B 

Corbetia marina, 

and field 

experiment 

Artificial 

sea water, sea 

water 

227
 

PGMA Sodium sulphite 
PE 

membranes 
0-70 h 

10
8
 CFU/mL 

2, 3B, 5, 7, 14 
E coli 

PBS 

following LB 
538

 

PHEMA 

PHPMA 

PHEAA 

31º 

33º 

15º 

Au 0-3days 
10

8
 CFU/mL 

2, 3B 

S epidermidis 

E coli 
Broth  

598
 

PHEMA 

PHPMA 
 Au 2 h 

10
8
 CFU/mL 

2, 3B 
Cytophaga lytica Sea water 

226
 

PHEMA 

PSS 

PMEDSAH 

41º glass 24 h 
10

7
 CFU/mL 

1, 3A 

Pseudomonas sp. 

S aurues 

Simulated 

seawater 

TSB 

517
 

PMEDSAH - glass 1-3 days 
10

6
 CFU/mL 

3B, 7 
P aeruginosa 

PBS 

followed by 

TSB broth 

599
 

PMEDSAH - 
Gold and 

glass 
1-3 days 

10
6
 CFU/mL 

3B, 7 
P aeruginosa 

Buffer then 

TSB broth 
600

 

PMEDSAH <10º 

TiO2, SiO2, 

Au, PC, PE, 

PTFE, PU 

24 h 
10

8
 CFU/mL 

2, 3B, 16A 

P aeruginosa 

S epidermidis 
PBS 

601
 

PMEDSAH <20º 
PP 

membranes 
3 h 

10
8
 CFU/mL 

3A 

E coli 

P fluoresces 

S aurues 

PBS 
34

 

POEGMA - Gold 3-48 h 10
8
 CFU/mL S epidermidis PBS 

602
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and 

PMEDSAH 

2, 3B, 7 P aeruginosa followed by 

broth 

PSPMA 

POEGMA 

PMEDSAH 

PMMA 

<10º 

49º 

39º 

76º 

glass 0-72 h 

10
9
 CFU/mL 

2, 3B, 7, 8, 14 

 

P aeruginosa 

Four different 

strains 

Saline 

followed by 

broth 

205
 

PAETAC-

co-PCAA 
- gold 

3 h and 

30 min 

10
8
 CFU/mL 

2, 3B, 5, 7 
S epidermidis Buffer 

163
 

PMPC 30-40° PMMA overnight 6 S mutans 
Todd 

Hewitt broth 
603

 

PNMG ~20 º (adv) TiO2 24 h 
10

7
-10

8
 CFU/mL 

2, 3B, 16AB 

S epidermidis 

P aeruginosa 

E coli 

saline 
604

 

PLL-Pox 14-26º Nb2O5 1h 
10

9
 CFU/mL 

3B 

E coli 

2 different strains 

HEPES 

buffer 
605

 

Polypeptoids 31º - 50º (adv) TiO2 
1 or 4 

days 
2, 3B, 7 

S epidermidis 

E coli 

TSB or LB 

broth 
606

 

PSBVI 27° Si wafer 24 h 
10

6
 CFU/ml 

~1 
E. coli N/S 

607
 

PTMAEMA

-co-POEGMA 

PTMAEMA

-co-PS 

PTMAEMA

-co-PAA 

57º 

82º 

28º 

Stainless 

Steel 
1h 

10
7
 CFU 

1 
S aureus N/S 

608
 

 

a
 Accronyms used: PC, polycarbonate; PE, polyethylene; PU, polyurethane; PTFE, polytetrafluoroethylene; PDMA-co-PAPMA, poly(N,N 

dimethylacrylamide)-co-(N-3-aminopropylmethacrylamide hydrochloride); PLL-Pox, copolymer poly(L-lysine)-g-poly(2-methyl-2-oxazoline); 
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PNMG, Poly (N-methyl glycine) (Polysarcosine); PSBVI, Polysulfobetaine vinylimidazone; adv, advancing contact angle; 1=Plating for CFU, 

1B= plating for MPN, 2=Live/Dead or other staining, 3= microscopy imaging (3A= scanning electron microscopy, 3B= optical or fluorescent 

microscopy, 3C= atom force microscopy, 3D =force measurements), 4= CFU counts on surface of sample, 5=Shear stress or detachment study, 

6= Monitoring OD (optical density at 600 nm) or luminescence, 7= flow cell setup, 8= motility assay, 9= disc diffusion study, 10= CD 

spectroscopy studies, 11= in vivo studies, 12= Surface plasmon resonance studies, 13=gravimetric studies, 14= biofilm quantification, 15=MIC 

determination, 16A=static exposure, 16B=dynamic exposure. 
b 

N/S = not specified; BHI = brain heart infusion broth. 
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Large differences in the interactions with PEO brushes was observed for hydrophilic and 

hydrophobic strains of P aeruginosa.
583

 This difference was also seen between different 

bacterial species,
581-582, 595

 and was not correlated to bacterial shape (rods or cocci).
595

 

Differences in the initial deposition rate onto PEO between Gram-positive S epidermidis, 

Streptococcus salivarius and S aureus, and Gram-negative strains from E coli and P 

aeruginosa were observed,
595

 as well as differences in adhesion strength, measured as critical 

shear stress, between S epidermidis, S aureus and P aeruginosa. The critical shear stress per 

bacterium for Staphylococci was 0.8-2.1 pN  on glass and 0.1 pN on PEO brush, and for P 

aeruginosa 1.3 pN for silicone rubber and 1.6 pN for PEO brush.
584

 The P aeruginosa strains 

used were in several comparative studies the most adhesive and the most hydrophobic species 

of the ones tested and the adhesion of these strains were discussed in terms of hydrophobic 

interactions between the bacterium and the PEO brush.
581, 583-584, 595

 When six P aeruginosa 

strains of different hydrophobicity (but similar zetapotential and motility) were used it was 

found that the adhesive strains were more hydrophobic and released more extracellular 

substances, some with the ability to change surface tension.
583

 This correlated to the free 

energy of adhesion to PEO coatings, calculated from contact angle measurements. The free 

energy was found to be attractive for the adhesive strains and repulsive for those that were 

non-adhesive.
583

 For glass it was attractive for all strains although the energy gain was found 

to be lower for the non-adhesive strains.
583

 However, overall and even for the more adhesive 

strains, a reduction of adsorption was observed onto PEO brushes (33-63% of control for 

adhesive strains).  

Zwitterionic brushes. Zwitterionic brushes have been described to repel proteins due to 

their high degree of hydration.
609

 Jiang and co-workers have studied the bacterial adhesion 

onto a variety of zwitterionic brushes such as homopolymers from polysulfobetaine 
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methacrylate (PMEDSAH or PSBMA) and polycarboxybetaine methacrylate (PCBMA) or 

random co-polymers of PAETAC and PCEA either grafted from surfaces using surface 

initiated ATRP
163, 594, 599, 602

  or grafted to a surface
600

 (Table 8). They found that P 

aeruginosa and S epidermidis adsorbed less to POEGMA or PMEDSAH brushes than to self-

assembled monolayers (SAMs) with similar functionality  and suggested this could be a 

result of degradation of the SAMs with time and/or the thickness of the coating produced 

using brushes.
602

 On PMEDSAH and PCBMA brushes very small amounts of a patchy 

biofilm was observed and it was suggested that the adhesion was enabled by extracellular 

substances secreted by the bacteria.
594, 602

 Confocal microscopy enabled other researchers to 

establish that this type of biofilm was having a mushroom shaped morphology with a  

different phenotype, characterized by higher levels of the signaling molecule c-di-GMP 

which is known to up regulate production of exopolymers.
205

 The PMEDSAH brush reduced 

the bacterial adhesion of P aeruginosa by two to three logarithmic units
205, 599

 and immersion 

of the brush into PBS for 42 days did not remove the antifouling effect to serum and 

plasma.
599

 Similar antifouling effects were also observed for zwitterionic surfaces made using 

a grafting-to approach.
600

 On polypropylene (PP) membranes it was reported that brush 

coatings of 560 µg/cm
2
 of PMEDSAH were able to completely suppress bacterial adhesion 

for E coli and S aureus but not Pseudomonas fluorescence (in this study E coli was the most 

hydrophilic followed by P fluorescence and then S aureus). At a coating coverage of 265 

µg/cm
2
 there was also a reduction compared to control and lower densities of S aureus and E 

coli than P fluorescence were found (similar to the adhesive trend on the control surface, see 

Fig. 39).
34
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Figure 39. Density of adherent bacteria onto membranes covered with different grafting 

densities of PMDSAH 1=0 µg/cm
2
, 2=124 µg/cm

2
, 3=265 µg/cm

2
 and 4=560 µg/cm

2
 

(Reproduced from 
34

 with permission from Elsevier). 

Long term experiments of bacterial adhesion from P aeruginosa and Pseudomonas putida 

onto zwitterionic surfaces at three different temperatures showed that the antifouling effect 

was decreased with temperature. At 25º the surfaces resisted biofilm formation from P 

aeruginosa for 10 days (the control ~ 2 days), at 30º the surfaces resisted biofilm formation 

from P putida for 8 days and at 37º no biofilm from P aeruginosa was observed for 2.5 days 

(the control ~ 15 h).
594

 When bacteria were continuously fed to the surface, biofilms formed 

more rapidly.
594

 The same was observed when the surfaces were preconditioned using 100% 

human plasma despite that SPR measurements showed lower than 0.3 ng/cm
2
 adsorbed 

substances on the surface after preconditioning.
594

 

Preconditioning can also occur from other substances than serum proteins. Mi et al 

observed that binding of alginate to some zwitterionic brushes containing carboxylic groups 

could be promoted by divalent cations that bridged the brush and the polysaccharide.
575

 They 

observed that 20mM Mg
2+

 promoted alginate absorption onto PCBMA but not onto PCBAA-

1 and PMEDSAH, while all three brushes were equally protein resistant.
575

 The differences 
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between the bridging ability was explained as following surface charge and hydration of the 

anionic part of the zwitterionic moiety and correlated to the pKa value of the anionic 

group.
575

 However, no large differences in bacterial adhesion with respect to Mg
2+

 

concentrations was observed between alginate and non-alginate producing P aeruginosa 

strains onto PCBAA-1 and PCBAA-2.
593

 Without Mg
2+

, the alginate producing bacteria 

adsorbed more onto PCBAA-2 surfaces than the non-alginate strain. If the concentration of 

Mg
2+

 was increased, the alginate producing strain adsorbed less. The authors suggest this is 

due to an increased aggregation in solution and that the higher ionic strength reduced 

deposition of extracellular substances onto the surface. 

Negatively charged brush surfaces. Brushes that display a negative charge (for example 

PSPMA and PGMA functionalized with sulphonate groups) have been shown to dramatically 

reduce both initial adhesion of bacteria and mass of biofilm formed during longer time 

periods. They were also found to promote a biofilm architecture and physiology distinctly 

different from that of control surfaces for both P aeruginosa and E coli.
205, 538, 588

 It was 

observed that the biofilm structures formed on negatively charged surfaces were more easily 

removed at higher shear stress compared to more homogeneous flat biofilm formed on a 

polycationic surface (Fig. 40).
538

  

Bacterial motility was reduced on negatively charged surfaces and optical microscopy of 

bacterial cells showed that P aeruginosa cells seemed to preferentially orient vertically on the 

surface, thereby minimizing the repulsive forces, but that mutants lacking pili and flagella did 

not orient and appeared further from the surface.
205

  One mechanism suggested for 

overcoming the electrostatic repulsion between the bacterial cell and the polyanionic surface 

is through the production of exopolymers that can alter the overall charge of the bacterial cell 

and thereby reduce repulsion with the substrate. This hypothesis was to some extent 
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supported by the observation that the mushroom shaped biofilm expressed high levels of the 

signalling molecule c-di-GMP, known to promote production of exopolymers (Fig. 41).
205

 

However, on negatively charged brush surfaces, positively charged proteins such as 

lysozyme, can adsorb and alter the surface properties
588

 which could lead to subsequent 

bacterial attachment and biofilm formation.  This type of conditioning film could explain the 

bacterial attachment reported on negatively charged PSS brushes.
517

 

 

Figure 40. Suggested mechanisms for detachment of E coli biofilm from negatively 

charged (SS sheet) or positively charged surfaces (DEA sheet) (Reproduced from 
538

 with 

permission from John Wiley and Sons). 

Other neutral antifouling brushes. Hydroxyterminated methacrylate brushes have been 

investigated as bacterial-repellent surfaces and between PHEAA, PHEMA and PHPMA the 

best antifouling properties against both bacteria and proteins were found for PHEAA. In 
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static bacterial adhesion studies colonization of E coli and S epidermidis was reduced 

compared to a SAM control.
598

 Bacterial reduction of a factor of 10 was also reported for 

Pseudomonas sp. And S aureus on PHEMA brushes in comparison to untreated glass.
517

 

 

Figure 41. Biofilms with different physiology formed by P aeruginosa carrying a reporter-

gene expressing green fluorescent protein when c-di-GMP is expressed. A) glass – carpet like 

bacterial biofilm, B) SPMA polymer – mushroom shaped biofilm expressing c-di-GMP. The 

biofilm was counter stained with propidium iodide which also stained the SPMA brush (thus 

the red background colour in B). (Reproduced from 
205

 with permission from The Royal 

Society of Chemistry). 

Brushes from polyacrylamide grafted onto silicone rubber have been investigated as 

antifouling surfaces with respect to bacteria.
589-592

 On the brush coating, as for polyethylene 

glycol coatings, the initial deposition rate of S aureus and S salivarius was lower (~ 20% and 

64% of control respectively) and bacteria detached more easily than on the control surfaces 

(65-87% vs 11-17 % detachment).
589

 No preconditioning was observed with FTIR after 1 

month in saliva or PBS and bacterial adhesion did not change significantly when samples 

were pre-conditioned for 48 h or 1 month.
591
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Dense short (2 nm) brushes from polyoxazoline were reported to repel E coli strains both 

with and without fimbrae (long hair-like structures on the bacterial surface with adhesins at 

the tip), at high and low ionic strength,
605

 whereas less dense brushes did not repel bacteria to 

the same extent.
605

 The stability of these films were reported to be higher than corresponding 

PEG graft polymer films due to a higher resistance to oxidation.
610

 

Poly-N-substituted glycine oligomers have been investigated as antifouling surfaces grafted 

to a surface. They differ from peptides in side chain position which has been described to 

make them more stable against proteases.
604

 Three different polypeptoids resisted proteases to 

a high degree when anchored to a surface and were reported to exhibit some resistance to 

bacterial adhesion from S epidermidis and E coli as well as against P aeruginosa.
604, 606

  

From Table 8 it can be concluded that most of the antifouling brush surfaces presented in 

the literature are hydrophilic and have contact angles below the so called Berg limit at 65º.
611

 

Hydrophilicity below 65º has been described to enable water to arrange more densely at the 

surface of a material and repel hydrophobic interactions from for example proteins,
611

 

however, electrostatic attractions can still occur between charged moieties and promote 

adhesion. Highly hydrophlilic neutral surfaces seem to perform very well in long term 

experiments, and repel both positively and negatively charged substances forming 

conditioning films. Consequently, these types of surfaces are promising candidates for 

bacterial repellent surfaces. Despite their reduced bacterial attachment, bacteria have been 

shown to form patches of biofilm also on these surfaces, probably with the aid of 

extracellular substances, but with much lower attachment strength. 

From reviewing the literature it becomes clear that in order to compare the efficiency of 

different types of antifouling surfaces with respect to bacterial adhesion and biofilm 

formation it is necessary to perform carefully designed experiments where the different 
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surfaces are tested using the same bacterial strain and the same experimental conditions on 

well characterized surfaces. It is also clear that the same species of bacterium can have strains 

that have very different adhesion and biofilm formation characteristics, as was shown for 

different P aeruginosa strains on PEO brushes. Sometimes the differences between strains 

within a bacterial species were found to be larger than between bacterial species. The 

physicochemical parameters, such as hydrophobicity, of the bacterial cell wall of these strains 

has been given as one reason for the large differences observed, but it is possible that there 

are also other factors that play a role. It is clear that the time frame for the experiments very 

much influence the obtained result. This illustrates some of the complexity that should be 

taken into account in future investigations of antibacterial and antifouling brush surfaces. 

Ideally the surface characteristics, in particular physicochemical properties, of both materials 

and bacterial strains should be carefully characterised in order to enable better comparisons 

between different studies. Several hydrophilic brush surfaces have been identified as 

promising candidates for antifouling surfaces (Table 8) with different advantages and 

disadvantages suggesting that type of coating could be tailored depending on the application 

and anticipated bacterial exposure. 

 

 

6. Conclusions and Outlook 

The field of polymer brush chemistry and physics is now relatively mature and we have a 

good understanding of the general physico-chemical properties of these coatings. As more 

examples of brush architectures with improved or better controlled properties are being 

developed, these coatings are enabling an exquisite control of interfacial properties, in 
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particular in the field of biosciences. These interfaces now allow the study of complex 

behaviours where several parameters are required to be controlled simultaneously, such as 

protein resistance and bio-recognition, cell adhesion and detachment upon thermal 

stimulation. Not surprisingly, the application of these coatings to the biomedical field is 

progressing fast and brush-based biomaterials are now utilized more routinely for the study of 

biological systems and even making their way to the market, for example for cell and cell 

sheet culture and harvesting. A number of remaining challenges should still be addressed for 

their use to become more widespread and to enable important biological questions to be 

tackled. 1. A full understanding of the protein resistance of polymer brushes and how it 

correlates to cell (mammalian or bacterial) adhesion is still required. This includes the study 

of how multiple parameters, such as the physico-chemical properties of the brush and the 

nano-micro-topography and geometry of the surface, cross-talk to govern cellular behaviour 

for both mammalian cells and bacteria. 2. A wider range of selective and reversible bio-

capture platforms for protein purification and biosensing need to be designed, in particular 

with fully protein resistant coatings and at high loading levels. 3. An improved understanding 

of protein-brush interactions and how these affect enzymatic activity is essential for the 

development of brush coatings for biocatalysis or biosensing. 4. Controlling the aging of 

polymer brushes in complex media will improve long term applications (e.g. for coating of 

implants, medical devices and longer term cell culture). 5. Considering recent developments 

in the field of tissue engineering and regenerative medicine, polymer brushes offer interesting 

features for the design of dynamically responsive biointerfaces able to guide cellular and 

bacterial response in space and time. 6. The potential of polymer brushes for controlling drug 

delivery systems (e.g. improving circulation time and targeting) should be exploited. 
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